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Due to a computer problem the Business Milestones in Monday's paper was an
incorrect version. The correct version is in
today's Murray Ledger & Times. We apologizefor any confusion.
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Stein to deliver
tonight's MSU
Presidential
Lecture
From MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Economist and pop culture
icon Ben Stein will be the featured speaker at tonight's 2011
Presidential Lecture. The event
begins at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Stein graduated
from
Columbia
University in
1966 with honors in economics. He graduated from Yale
Law School in
1970 as valeShako
dictorian of his
class by election of his classmates. He also
studied in the graduate school
of economics at Yale. He has
worked as an economist at the
Department of Commerce, a
poverty lawyer in New Haven

III See Page 2A
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear is set to
address a joint session of the
legislature on Tuesday in his
annual state of the commonwealth speech.
Details of the speech arc
being kept under wraps.
Beshear spokeswoman Kern
Richardson said she couldn't
even disclose general themes
that the governor will address.
After a three-week break.
lawmakers are expected to
begin arriving in Frankfort by
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Daily Forecast
Naomi Weather tkralce
Tuesday: Occasional rain,
with thunderstorms also possible after noon. High near 55.
Chance of precipitation is
100%.
Tuesday night: Occasional
rain, snow, and sleet before
midnight. then a chance of
snow. Some thunder is also
possible. Patchy blowing snow
after midnight. Low around 25.
Chance of precipitation is 80%.
Little or no snow accumulation
expected.
Wednesday: Cloudy, with a
high near 29.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 17.
Thursday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 30..
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MSU Egyptian
student sees
protests as
inevitable
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
i
Staff Writer
s thousands of Egyptians protes
the presidency of Hosni Mubarek
in the streets of Cairo. an Egyptian
Murray State University student says he is
not surprised at the outpouring of grievances.
According to the Associated Press, more
than 200,000 protesters were in the city's
main square. Tahrir. on Tuesday demanding that Mubarek step down as president
slier almost 30 years in power. Nineteenyear-old MSU student
Mahmoud
Mansour
Elsayed - whose parents
permanently moved to
Auburn. Ala., with his
two younger brothers and
younger sister in January
-- said on Monday that the
uprising seemed to be the
inevitable result of high
poverty and reports of
Bsayod
government corruption.
"Although most of my family has done
well for themselves, it's still not nearly as
well as it should have been," he said."My
father would always tell me,just about 30
years ago, Egypt was at the top of Africa,
it was at the top of the Middle East, it was
the most developed. And now, we're one
of the poorest countries in the Middle East
and we've got more than 40 percent of our
population under the poverty line. So. it's
just a dramatic change over the last 30
years, and it was under one presidency. It's
not even a presidency, he's obviously a
dictator."
Elsayed said his father came to America
in 1999 to work as a professor teaching
veterinary toxicology, and that helped him
to eventually move the rest of the family
here. His father later opened his own business and Elsayed said that because the
Egyptian education system is so inept, he
entered a British education system at the
age of 14. He said he is now pursuing a
medical degree.
Elsayed said that many people in Egypt
thought this moment would never come.
especially since there were protests early
in Mubarek's presidency and nothing came
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BUSINESSOBREAKFAST: The state of the city and state of the county addresses were given this morning at
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Business@Breakfast event. Pictured. Lance Allison, executive director of the chamber, speaks to the gathered crowd before turning the microphone over to Mayor Bill
Wells and Judge-Executive Larry Elkins. For a full recap, see tomorrow's Ledger & Times.

Highway crews monitor track of major
winter storm as salt supplies rebound
Special to the Ledger
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
highway engineers on snow duty are
continuing to closely monitor the
weather forecast this week. A major
winter storm that will sweep across the
central United States is expected to
track north of the District I counties
with a winter mix that includes freezing rain and up to a foot of snow across
Illinois and Indiana, according to
Keith Todd, public information officer
for the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's District One & Two.
Kentucky highway crews will be
monitoring the track of the winter
storm in case the forecast changes. At
this time, Western Kentucky counties
are expected to get mostly rain possibly followed by a winter mix and light
snow. Rain preceding the winter precipitation will prevent pre-treating by

most Kentucky highway crews. However,
crews will be on alert
and
prepared to
respond once temperatures drop below the
freezing mark. Todd
said.
"Motorists should
closely monitor the
Todd
weather forecast for
changes that may
impact travel across the region. Even a
small change in the track of this storm
could substantially alter the forecast
for Western Kentucky. Motorists who
plan to travel cross-country this week,
particularly those traveling northward
into Illinois and Indiana. should monitor news media as they travel and pay
close attention to the localized weather
forecast.' Todd added.

Kentucky highway crews are continuing to receive shipments of salt and
other ice-fighting chemicals. Facilities
in District 1 received shipments from a
salt mine near Kansas City this weekend that is part of a special 5.000 ton
order for Kentucky's 12 westernmost
counties. Highway crews have also
been getting salt deliveries through
their normal supply line.
"Since midnight Thursday, District I
counties have received about 1.000
tons of salt with more arriving today.
That puts about 4,5(10 tons in storage
across the 12 counties, enough to
maintain continuous snow response for
about a week under normal conditions.
That supply can be extended as crews
continue to work in conservation
mode," he said.

III See Page 2A
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Massive storm begins
trek across Midwest
By JIM SALTER
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Midwesterners accustomed to
dealing with snow, sleet and
ice readied themselves for a
monster winter storm that
could be the biggest many
cities have seen in years.
Despite dire warnings of a
potentially deadly storm predicted to affect a third of the
country, some people seemed
even a little excited Monday at
the prospect of dealing with the
kind of weather that has
pounded the Northeast in one
of that region's most brutal
winters Others headed to
stores to pick up everything
from snow shovels and backup
generators to bottled water and
bread as the first flakes and
freezing rain began to fall on

parts of the region.
"I'm looking forward to it.
I'm a school teacher, and we'll
probably get a snow day —
and it'll be the first time in a
couple of years." said Katy
Berman, 58. of the Chicago
suburb of Des Plaines, III. "It
doesn't faze me as long as I'm
home."
As the storm began its trek
across the Midwest, it brought
a bit of everything: ice, sleet
and snow — even tornadoes
were possible. School districts,
universities and legislatures
closed; airlines canceled thousands of flights; and residents
rushed to gather supplies,
anticipating they might have to
dig out or hunker down.
"Eve never seen a prediction
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BEST COMMUNES RECEPTION: Randy Houck. right, representative from America's
Promise Alliance, talks with Dottie Kraemer during a community reception Monday night at
the Murray Woman's Club. The reception was to honor the recent naming of MurrayCalloway County as a 100 Best Communities for Young People

Federal Judge: Obama's health overhaul unconstitutional
By MELISSA NELSON
and RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press
PENSAC'OLA. Fla.(API — A federal
judge in Florida ruled Monday that
President Brack Obama's entire health
care overhaul law is unconstitutional.
placing even noncontroversial provisions under a cloud in a broad challenge

that seems certain to be resolved only by
the Supreme Court,
Faced with a major legal setback, the
White House called the ruling by U.S.
District Judge Roger Vinson -- in a
challenge to the law by 26 of the nation's
50 states — "a plain case of judicial
overreaching." That echoed language
the judge had used to describe the law as

an example ol Congress overstepping its
authority.
The Florida judge's ruling produced an
even split in federal court decisinns so
far on the health care law, mirroring
enduring dix isions among the public.
Two judges had previously upheld the
law, both Democratic appointees. A
Republican appointee in Virginia had

ruled against it.
The Justice Department quickly
announced it would appeal. and administration officials declared that for now
the federal government and the states
would proceed without interruption to

•See Page 2A
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II Stein. lecture...

•Crews...

From Front

Snimaiot He currently wnies a col-

and Washington. D.C., a mai
lawyer in the field of trade regulation at the Federal Trade
C'onunission in Washington. D.('. a
university adjunct at American
University. in Washington. D.C.. at
the University. of California at
Santa Cruz. and at Pepperdine
University in Malibu. CA. At
American U. He taught about the
political and social content of mass
culture. He taught the same subject
at UCSC, as well as about political
and civil rights under the
Constitution. At Pepperdine. he has
taught about libel law and about
securities law and ethical issues
since 1986.
In 1973 and 1974. he was a
speech writer and lawyer for
Richard Nixon at the White House
and then for Gerald Ford. He has
been a columnist and editorial
writer for the Wall Street Journal, a
syndicated columnist for the Los
Angeles Herald Examiner and King
Features Syndicate. and a frequent
contributor to Barrons. He has been
a regular columnist for Los Angeles
Magazine. New York Magazine. E!
Online, and has written a lengthy
diary for 20 years for The American

umn for the New York Times
Sunday Business Section and a column about personal finance for
Yahoo! He is a commentator for
CBS Sunday Morning and for Fox
News.
Stein has written, co-written and
published 30 books, including
seven novels, largely about life in
Los Angeles. and 21 nonfiction
books, about finance and about ethical and social issue in finance, and
also about the political and social
content of mass culture.
His most recent books are the best
selling humor self help series"How
To Ruin Your Life."
He is a well known actor in
movies. 1V and commercials. His
pan of the boring teacher in "Ferris
Bueller's Day Off' was recently
ranked as one of the 50 most
famous scenes in American film.
From 1997 to 2002, he was the host
of the Comedy Central quiz show
"Win Ben Stein's Money." The
show has won seven Fannies. He
was a judge on CBS's Star Search,
and on VH-1's "America's Most
Smartest Model."

From Front
Todd made the following
points when asked about widespread snowfall that has tightened the supply of road salt
nationwide:
- Kentucky is in reasonably
good shape on salt. We have not
run out.
- Kentucky began the day
Friday with 113.000 tons on
Division
hand (per
of
Maintenance)
- Deliveries of calcium chloride, another key ice-fighting
chemical, are arriving and
inventories are rebounding
- To date KYTC crews have
used 407,000 tons of salt believed to be a record for a single snow-ice season (vs.
373,000 tons used statewide all
of last winter)
- We use multiple salt vendors
and picked up an additional vendor, from Kansas, this winter
- Kentucky has spent $38.4
million spent on snow and ice
operations through Monday.
Jan. 24, of which about $12 million has been for ice-fighting

•MSU student...

•Health overhaul...
From Front
carry out the law. It seemed evident that only the U.S. Supreme
Court could deliver a final verdict on Obama's historic expansion of health insurance coverage.
On Capitol Hill. Republican
opponents of the law pledged to
redouble pressure for a repeal
vote in the Democratic-controlled Senate following House
action last month. Nearly all of
the states that brought suit in in
Vinson's court have GOP attorneys general or governors.
Vinson ruled against the overhaul on grounds that Congress
exceeded its authority by requiring nearly all Americans to
carry health insurance, an idea
dating back to Republican proposals from the 1990s but now
almost universally rejected by
conservatives.
His ruling followed the same
general reasoning as one last
year from the federal judge in
Virginia. But where the first
judge's ruling would strike
• down the insurance requirement
and leave the rest of the law in
place, Vinson took it much farther, invalidating provisions that
range from Medicare discounts
for seniors with high prescription costs to a change that
allows adult children up to age
26 to remain on their parents'
coverage.
The central issue remains the
constitutionality of the law's
that
requirement
Core
Americans carry health insurance except in cases of financial
hardship. Starting in 2014, those
who cannot show they are covered by an employer, government program or their own policy will face fines from the IRS.
Opponents say a federal
requirement that individuals
obtain a specific service — a
- costly one in the case of health
insurance — is unprecedented
' and oversteps the authority the
Constitution gives Congress to
• regulate interstate commerce.

From Front

Vinson agreed that lawmakers
lack the power to penalize citizens for not doing something.
He compared the provision to
requiring people to eat healthful
food.
-Congress could require that
people buy and consume broccoli at regular intervals," he
wrote, "Not only because the
required purchases will positively impact interstate commerce, but also because people
who eat healthier tend to be
healthier and are thus more productive and put less of a strain
on the health care system."
Defenders of the law said that
analogy was flawed. Insurance
can't work if people are allowed
to opt out until they need medical attention. Premiums collected from many who are healthy
pay the cost of care for those
who get sick. Since the uninsured can get treated in the
emergency room, deciding not
to get coverage has consequences for other people who
act prudently do buy coverage.
-The judge's decision contradicts decades of Supreme Court
precedent that support the considered judgment of the democratically elected branches of
government that the act's individual responsibility provision
is necessary to prevent billions
of dollars of cost-shifting every
year by individuals without
insurance who cannot pay for
the health care they obtain."
White House adviser Stephanie
Cutter wrote in an Internet posting.
Vinson, who was appointed to
the federal bench by President
Ronald Reagan in 1983. said in
his 78-page ruling that requiring
people to buy health insurance
marks a break with the nation's
founding principles.
Opponents of the health overhaul praised the decision. House
Speaker John Boehner said it
shows Senate Democrats should
follow a House vote to repeal
the law.
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Construction equipment owned by Danny Cope and Sons
Excavating of Paducah sits idle on the site of a new Zaxby's
restaurant planned in Murray. The new restaurant, which is
scheduled to open in the spring, is located on N 12th Street
across from Goodwill Industries of Kentucky.

Zaxby's construction
reported on schedule
By TOM BERRY
However in May, Cracker
Staff Writer
Barrel Old Country Store
Construction of a Zaxby's (CBOCS Inc.) officials filed
restaurant in Murray remains on suit in Calloway Circuit Court
schedule with a date to open the to halt construction next to its
doors sometime in April on the North 12th Street restaurant in a
grill.
dispute with Gary Waller
Mike Harris, owner of the Investments LTD, the owner of
new fianchise, said Monday the land, over employee parkthat the land has been cleared ing.
by Danny Cope and Son
Zaxby's restaurants features a
Excavating of Paducah and con- wide variety of entrees on
the
struction will begin soon at a menu
including the new
location across N. 12th Street
"Roadhouse." The restaurant
from Goodwill.
also features a chicken fingers
-They are already on it,"
plate, specialty sandwiches and
Harris said. "Of course, it's
sandwich baskets, Crinkle fries,
pretty much dependent upon the
Tater Chips, onion rings,
weather right now.
Harris estimated the doors of Buffalo Wings meal. Texas
the new restaurant should open toast, and a specialty Zax's
sometime in April. He plans to sauce. There are special menus
hire about 30 employees. for children, Party Platerz.
Weather may or may not delay Zaxby's and Cajun club sandwiches. Wing and Fingerz, spethe store's opening.
A formal announcement from cialty meal dealz, several types
Zaxby's Inc. national officials is of specialty "Zalads" and appeexpected before the opening. tizers.
For more information about
Harris had hoped to open a store
next to Cracker Barrel in spring Zaxby's restaurants, visit
2010.
www.zaxbys.com.

From Front
midday Tuesday. The joint session of the House and Senate is
slated to begin at 7 p.m.
Beshear has said he will push

a limited agenda in the legislature this year. One of his top priorities is a bill that would gradually raise the minimum school
dropout age from 16 to IS.

Health Coverage You Need.
'Rates You Can Afford.
We're ycar toval choice for woricklass

of them. He said there were
reports of people criticizing the
government and turning up
missing. so most were afraid to
voice their opinions. He said he
hoped Mubarek would listen to
the people and that he believed
Nobel laureate
Mohamed
ElBaradei would make a good
president.
Elsayed, from the Maadi district of Cairo, said several members of his extended family still
live in that district, about 30
minutes away from Cairo's
main square. and that some of
his cousins and uncles have
been taking part in the protests.
He said the last time he heard
from them was before the
Egyptian government shut
down the Internet at around
midnight on Thursday.

While some in the United
States have expressed fears that
Islamic fundamentalists might
rise to power if Mubarek is ousted, Elsayed said those fears are
overblown. He said that while it
is understandable that America
would look out for its interests
and would be cautious about
what action to take, the U.S.
government should consider
withdrawing military funding
from Egypt if Mubarek refuses
to listen to the public.
"If the government has no
army on their side, it's nothing.
It's like a dog with no teeth,"
Elsayed said. "Right now, the
ball is in America's court. The
longer the American government waits to take any action.
the less stable it's going to be in
Egypt."

•Massive storm...

•Beshear, address...

From Front
of what have you — rain, snow,
ice, whatever — where people
reacted so quickly to it." Jack
Runyon, co-owner of Runyon
Equipment Rental in Carmel.
Ind., where customers snapped
up all of the store's small emergency generators.
Cities including St. Louis,
Kansas City and Milwaukee
could be hardest hit, with
expected midweek snowfalls of
up to 2 feet and drifts piled 5 to
10 feet. Even hardy Chicago
could be in for its third-worst
blizzard since record-keeping
began, with forecasts calling for
up to 20 inches of snow in the
city and waves whipping off
Lake Michigan.
At Edele and Menz Hardware
just a few blocks from the
Anheuser-Busch brewery in St.
Louis, customers lined up by 7
a.m. Monday waiting for the
store to open. Snow shovels, ice
melt and salt were all big sellers.
"Freaking out' is a great way
of putting it." employee Steve
Edele said "The icing --- that',

1ir

what scares people."
In St. Louis and much of
Missouri, residents braced for a
particularly hazardous mix: up
to an inch of ice, followed by 3
to 4 inches of sleet, then perhaps
a half-foot of snow or more.
Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon
declared a state of emergency
and activated 600 members of
the National Guard.
Drivers were already sliding
off slick roads even before the
worst of the storm had arrived,
with deadly accidents reported
in Minnesota and Kansas.
With the storm expected to
affect a huge swath of the country, the National Weather
Service suggested any Green
Bay Packers fans planning to
drive front Wisconsin to Dallas
for the Super Bowl avoid leaving before Wednesday afternoon. when authorities hope to
have cleaned up the worst of the
mess along the route.
"As long as I have 18 hours.
I'm going to get there." said 68year-old Don Zuidmulder. who
planned to fly out on Thursday.
"I'll crawl if I have
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of Fern Terrace!!!
Upon state inspection we were
found to have no deficiencies!
Great job to all!
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materials - salt and calcium
chloride.
- As an agency we will do
what it takes to keep our roads
as clear and as safe as possible.
- We view snow response as
part of our larger mission to
reduce fatalities, injuries on
highways.
He noted that crews will continue working in conservation
mode as salt inventories
rebound to more comfortable
supply levels.
Nationally. the Salt Institute
indicates state and local agencies use an average of about 16
million tons of salt per year for
clearing highways during the
winter months. For the last two
years that number has been
around 20 million tons.
Facebook members can get
timely traffic advisories for the
12 counties of KYTC Highway
District 1 by going to
www.facebook.com/kytcdistrictl. Click on "like" in the
menu to get updates to appear
on your page. Kentucky highway weather and traffic information with links to surround
states can be found at
www.511.ky.gov.

We celebrated with the generosity of
Karen and Tamra serving pizza for all.
Thank you, ladies!
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Obituaries
Charles Tat' Bogard
Charles "Pat" Bogard. 68. of Murray. died Monday. Jan. 31.
2011. at Centennial Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Born March II. 1942 in Calloway County. he was a member of
the First Baptist Church of Murray and was a retired route salesman
for 33 years with Bunny Bread.
In addition to his parents. Noman and Mamie Underwood
Bogard. he was preceded in death by his brothers, Bill Daniell and
Gene Bogard.
He is survived by his wife, Beverly Thomas Bogard of Murray.
whom he married June 20. 1979 in Calloway County: three daughters. Tammi Burgess and husband. Jimmy of Brewers, Tina Wright
and husband. Randy of Murray, and Sherri Miller and husband.
Keith of Murray; two sons, Doug Davis and wife, Patty of Arab.
Ala.. and David Davis and wife. Bobbie of Union City. Tenn.: and
seven grandchildren. Garret and Sloane Wright, Ryan and Alex
Miller. all of Murray, Zach and Jessie Davis of Arab. Ala.. and Matt
Barnett of Jackson, Tenn. Graveside services will be held Thursday.
Feb. 3. 2011. at 11 a.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens with the
Rev. Boyd Smith officiating. Visitation will be held Wednesday.
Feb. 2. from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Online
condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Zula Ann West Sykes
Zula Ann West Sykes. 91, of Murray. died Sunday. Jan. 30. 2011,
at 3:27 p.m. at her home.
She was a lifelong member of First United
Methodist Church and the Order of the Eastern
Star.
In addition to her parents. William H. and Cora
West, she was preceded in death by her husband.
Arthur Ford Sykes. on Feb. 22. 1993.
She is survived by her son. Dr. Ted Ford Sykes
and wife. Joy Riley of Johnson City. Tenn.: her
daughter. Andrea Sykes Madison and husband.
Thomas of Clayton. Ga.; four grandchildren and six
great-grandchildren.
Sykes
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Feb. 3,
2011. at I p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Jim
Stabler officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will also be Thursday. from II a.m, until funeral hour
at the funeral home. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home.

Abby Finley
Funeral services for Abby Finley. 87. of Murray, will be held
today. Tuesday. Feb. I. 2011. at 2 p.m. at the J.H Churchill Funeral
Home. Burial will be held Saturday. Feb. 5, 2011. at
lift 2 p.m. at the Cadillac Memorial Gardens East in
Mount Clemens, Mich.
Finley died Friday. Jan. 28, 2011, at 7:26 p.m. at
........=' the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born in Logan. W. Va.. on Sept. 7. 1923. he retired
as an iron worker and he was a member of the Westside Baptist
Church in Murray. He was also an Army Veteran of World War II.
In addition to his parents. Jay Finley and Mary Napier Finley. he
was preceded in death by two sisters, Ruby Tabor and Yvonne Mead;
and five brothers. Byrd Finley, Charley Finley. Jay Finley, Jr., Frank
Finley, Sr. and Jake Finley.
He is survived by his wife. Ida Finley. whom he married Sept. 6,
1947 in Ottumwa. Iowa; one daughter, Janeen Sutton of Murray;
two sisters. Joan Bayan of Flowery Branch. Ga., and Martha Sue
Jones of Montpelier. Ind.; one granddaughter. Audree Franklin and
husband. Ed of Sandwich. III.; and four great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews. Online condolences may be made at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

James L Garrison
Mr. James E. Gamson. 86, died Saturday. Jan. 29. 2011. Mr.
Garrison was born on July 5. 1924, in Pontotoc. Miss., but moved to
Murray in 1956 and spent the remainder of his life
as a Calloway County resident.
His wife, Edith Archer Garrison; a grandson.
William Houston Garrison; and his sister. Peggy
Garrison Hester, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his daughters. Beth Johnson
(Dr. Mike) of Owensboro and Nancy Garrison of
Natchez. Miss.: a son, David (Sylvia) of Murray;
five grandchildren. J. Andrew Johnson (Libby) and
Dr. Matt Johnson. both of Owensboro. Walter
Garrison (Cecelia) of Henderson. Rachel Connne
Garrison
Garrison and Sarah Kathryn Garrison. both of
Louisville, and three great-grandchildren.
Mr. Garrison served in the 379th Bomb Squadron
of the 425th Bomb Group at Kimbolton England durftwaalan
. ing World War II. He then attended Mississippi State
University and graduated in 1949 with a degree in
dairy engineering. He moved to Murray in 1956 with his family and
was associated with what was then Ryan Milk Company.
He served as the President of the Murray Airport Board, Murray
Industrial Foundation, Murray Rotary Club. Murray Calloway
County Hospital Board. First United Methodist Church
Administrative Board. and Chamber of Commerce. He also chaired
the Mayor's Murray Cable Commission and the Industrial Track
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, and was selected
Murray's Man of the Year in 1960.
He assumed the leadership of Ryan Milk Company and grew this
to a large nationally recognized enterprise. Under his leadership, the
company became affiliated with the National All-Jersey organization. Mr. Garrison served on the National All-Jersey Organization
Board for many years. Later, as the market changed. Mr. Garrison
led the transition of the dairy into General Dairy Service, which produced an Ultra High Temperature pasteurized or extended shelf life
product as well as the distribution of cottage cheese, sour cream, and
later coffee creamers to all 50 states. Ryan was awarded the U.S.
Senate's Productivity and Creativity Award for their pioneer efforts
in this industry in 1989. This enterprise was eventually sold to Dean
Foods at Mr. Garrison's retirement.
As an alumnus of Mississippi State University. he was honored
for his contributions when in 1990 he was named an Alumni Fellow
cl the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and in 1997 was
chosen the National Alumnus of the Year. The James E. Garrison
Sensory Evaluation Laboratory at Mississippi State's Department of
Food Science and Technology is named in his honor. He was also
very supportive of Murray State University, his 'adopted' college
and received an Honorary Degree there in 2000. He established the
James E. Garrison Scholarship at Murray State to support student
education and has been a strong Murray State supporter since moving to Murray.
Funeral services were held today, Tuesday, Feb. I. 2011. at 10
a.th, at the First United Methodist Church. The Rev. Bob Saywell
and Jim Stahler officiated. Burial followed in the Murray City
Cemetery. Serving as pallbearers were Joe Dick. Marc Peebles,
Larry Robinson. Dr. Richard Blalock, David Parker, Bill Adams,
Dick Rutledge and Buell Stalls. Jr. Visitation was held tonight,
Monday. Jan. 31, 2011, from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home and also from 9-10 a.m. at the church on Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray State
University, Office of Development, Jim Garrison Scholarship. 106
Development Center, Murray, KY 42071; Mississippi State
University Foundation, James E. Garrison Dairy Scholarship, P.O.
Box 6149, Mississippi State, MS 39762; or First United Methodist
Church. 503 Maple Street. Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences
may be left at: www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements
were handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obitiwry.

The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Funeral services tor Betty Jean Swift, 78. of Benton. were held
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
Monday. Jan. 31. 2011. at I p.m. in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home in Benton with the Revs. Randy Lowe and
Mike Littrell officiating Interment followed in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery in Kirksey.
HARTFORD. Conn.(AP)- paralyzed much of the East
Swift died Saturday. Jan. 29. 2011. at 10:30 a.m.
"You want a prediction about Coast. In Hartford, which had its
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Born in the Oak Grove community of Marshall the weather? You're asking the snowiest month ever in January.
rounty on June 14. 1932, she was a mother and wrong Phil." Bill Murray's char- the storms have dumped 6 feet
homemaker. She was also a member of the Oak acter says in the movie of snow - nearly three times
"Groundhog Day."
the normal amount for this point
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
He continues, "I'll give you a in the season.
In addition to her parents. Wilford "Bill" Rose
and Sula "Sis"(Humphrey) Rose, she was preced- winter prediction: It's gonna be
Swift
ed in death by her husband, Cecil Nelson "Buddy" cold, it's gonna be gray, and it's
Swift; one grandchild. Shelly McMillen; one sister, gonna last you for the rest of
1001 Slime!! Ur.
Lounettie "Nettie" Smith: five infant brothers and two infant sisters. your life."
Murray. 1•1 42071-1640
about
That
right
sounds
for
She is survived by three daughters. Connie McMillen and
Plume(270)753-1616
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Beverly English. both of Benton, and Patricia Johnston of the Northeast. where people are
Caseyville,
three sons: Danny R. Swift and Ricky D. Swift. both once again reaching for shovels.
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of Benton. and Roy F. Swift of Paducah; nine grandchildren. cities are preparing fleets of
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Expressions of sympathy may be made to the York Cemetery weatherman who wakes up each
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Study: Traffic cameras
cut most fatal crashes
WASHINGTON (AP) Red light cameras are helping
drivers remember that red
means stop and are saving lives.
according to a new study out
Tuesday by the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety.
The study concludes that the
cameras have reduced the rate of
fatal crashes by 24 percent in 14
large cities that introduced red
light cameras between 1996 and
2004.
"Red light cameras are working." said institute President
Adrian Lund. "There are hundreds of people who are alive
because some communities had
the courage to use this method
of enforcement."
In cities with the cameras,the
study also noted drops in all
fatal crashes at intersections
with traffic signals. not just
those caused by running red
lights.
"We think that they are just
paying more attention to intersections as they come up on
them because they are more certain that if they violate the red
light that they will get a ticket."
Lund said.
The institute claims that the
reduction translates into 159
lives saved over five years in
those cities. If all large cities had
cameras, a total of 815 lives
could have been saved, according to the study.
In 2009. 676 people were
killed and an estimated 113,000
injured in red light crashes.
according the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration's
Fatality Analysis Reporting
System.
Researchers have known for
some time that the cameras
reduce crashes, but there are
now enough cities with cameras
to study whether they affect fatal
crashes. Lund said. Red light
cameras can be a cheaper and
safer alternative to officers
enforcing red light running, he
added.
But some disagree.
Gary Biller, executive direc-

tor ot the National Motorists
Association, a Wisconsin-based
drivers' rights organization. disputed the institute's finding that
the cameras have reduced
deaths. He cited previous studies
-questioned by the institute that found that the cameras
increase crashes, including rearend collisions.
As for calling the cameras a
low-cost solution. Biller added:
"They're not low cost to the
motorist."
Biller says less costly and
more effective options include
improving sight lines at intersections, lengthening yellow
lights or using all-red delays in
which all lights at an intersection simultaneously go red for a
time.
The study looked at 99 cities
with populations over 200,(100.
It compared two periods. 2(1)42(8)8. when the most recent fatal
crash data were available, and
1992-1996, a period when the
14 cities had not begun red light
camera programs.
Fatal red light crashes fell in
most cities, but the rate fell 14
percent in the 48 cities without
cameras and 35 percent in the 14
cities with cameras in the second
period. The biggest drop in the
rate of fatal crashes insolsitig
red light running was seen in
Chandler. Ariz.. where deaths
dropped 79 percent.
Two cities. Raleigh. N.C..
and Bakersfield. Calif.. saw
increases.
That may be due to strong
growth in those communities
over two decades. Lund said.
Baltimore saw a 14-percent drop
in fatal red light crashes, but a
50-percent increase in fatal
crashes at intersections with signals. Red light cameras are the
leading edge of automated law
enforcement technologies but
raise some concerns about safeguarding checks and balances.
said American Civil Liberties
Union privacy expert Ja
Stanley.
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Betty Jean Swift

Groundhog Day stuck in blizzard?
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We do All this...and MUCH MORE!
'Yard Signs
*Sports Signs
•Vehicle Decals
'Vinyl Lettering
•Indoor/Outdoor Signs
•Graphic Design

Canvas Prints'
Custom Posters•
Laminating•
PeCo Flat Heads•
Custom Printed Wallpaper•
8.5"x11" Double sided Coples•

'Call Local Number for Prices and a Formal Quote!
wr will BEAT ANY QUOTE. FOR PRINTING: DISPLAYS & SIGNS! Call for Details!
"Professional Cost Effective Trade
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Purchase Area Kentucky
retirees will meet Thursday

Women's event to be
hosted by First United
Methodist Church
Special to the Ledger
United Methodist Women of
Murray's First United Methodist
Church invites all area women teenagers and up - to attend to
the mission study, "Joy to the
World,- Saturday, Feb. 12, from
8:30 am. to 2:30 p.m. This is a
presentation of global missions
and will give women an understanding of mission structure
and the work of women.
Admission to this event is free.
United Methodist Women will
host women from approximately 30 churches of the Paris

District, as well as any other
interested women. The day will
begin with registration and
brunch at 8:30 a.m., and will
also include lunch.
"Joy to the World- will be
taught by Dr. Greg Waldrop,
pastor of Fountain Avenue
United Methodist Church in
Paducah. Dr. Waldrop will
include activities and insights
which will draw everyone into
this study.
All interested women are
invited to attend a day of fellowship and learning.

Collins named as WKU
President's Scholar
Special to the Ledger
Hann: Olivia C'ollins of
Murray has been named as a
President's Scholar at Western
University
in
Kentucky
Bowling Green, having completed the fall semester of he;
sophomore year with a 4.0 GPA
and a cumulative 3.93 GPA. A
2009 graduate and valedictorian
of Calloway County High
School, she is pursuing a bachelor's degree in Cultural
Anthropology, with a minor in
Women's Studies in the Honor's
College at WKU
Collins continues to maintain
her Regents Scholarship at
WKU, which recognizes students who have achieved outstanding academic performance
on the ACT and with their overall GPA. This scholarship covers
tuition and is renewable for a
period of four years, contingent
upon the recipient maintaining a
3.5 GPA.
Collins is currently studying
abroad at Harlaxton College in
Grantham. England for the
spring 2011 semester. Following

Dallis Olivia Collins
this semester, she will travel to
India for a two-week summer
college session.
She is the daughter of Lt.
Col. Wendy S. Collins, USAF
Nurse Corps (Ret) and the
granddaughter of the late Lt.
Col. William B. Collins, Jr.,
USAFR (Ret)and the late Helen
Hamilton Collins of Covington.

Stefani & Robert Billington
Vanessa Botarf & Coty Maxfield
Ashlee & Tony Bullock
Mandy & Kris Burnett
Shaye & Tyler Coursey

Erin Butler
& Josh Pugh

Savona Coleman
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Antonia & Scott Faulkner

Emily Futrell
& Chris Fike
Linda Dinh
& Bryan Nixon

Ashley Hargrove di Jimmy Bynum
Tiffany Henson & Mason Milby
Laryn Hignite & Patrick Atcher
Ashley Hood & Josh Holiday
Tristo Hopkins & Darek Casper

Blair Lane
& Tyler Brockman
Brittany Davis
& William Riggs

Haley & Zach Howland
Rachel & John Hughes
Dawn & Chris Kunkel
Kelley & Greg Lassiter
Brittany & Ronnie Mardis

Holly Nelson
& Logan Schwettman

Allison & Clay McClanahan
Jessica & Casey Naber
Megan & Ian Norris

Heather Collins
& Shawn McClure
Brittni Sullivan
& Josh Kere
You may purchase online at
unmovintagerose.cotn
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Jessica & Adam Nance
Chantel & Matthew Pillow
Rachel & Brian Pommes
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Sumer Taylor & Grant Page
Jessica Wilburn & Erick Young
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The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight. Tuesday, at August Moon at 6:30 p.m. for a Hospice update
from Jimmie Joyce. All members and guests are invited. Note the
change in location.
Photo provided

THETA MEETING: Pictured left is Bobbie Weatherly, president of the Murray Woman's Club, speaking of the club's
activities, at the January meeting of the Theta Department.
She announced that the general club will have a "Valentine
Dessert Cabaret" featuring The Richmonds from the First
Baptist Church and The Wilsons from the Locust Grove
Baptist Church on Monday, Feb. 21, at 6 p.m. at the clubhouse. Admission is $7. There will be a table decoration contest by each of the club's 10 departments. Pictured at right is
Jo Farley, chairman of the Theta Department.

Davis book signing to
be at public library

Angie & Joe Ashburn

Alison Colley
& Chris Hill

Kappas will meet tonight

Library Board of Trustees will meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet
in regular session Wednesday. Feb. 2, at 4:30 p.m. For more information. contact Ben Graves at 753-2288.

Temple Hill lodge to meet tonight
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will have a regular meeting tonight.
Tuesday. at 7 p.m. Master Josh Burkeen urges all members and master masons to attend.

CCHS curriculum committee will meet

Baby Registry
Our
•
•. Registered
Bridal Couples:

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Retirees will meet Thursday. Feb. 3, at 10:30
a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive in
Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Marshall,
N1cCrackeni and the Kentucky State Police
Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information, call 898-7289 or 5279531.

Plaid P.0.1)t •

The 2010-11 Calloway County High School curriculum committee will meet Wednesday. Feb. 2, at 3:15 p.m. in room 408. Agenda
items include math course offerings and elective course offerings
and open forum.

Board of Health to hold open meeting
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
The Calloway County Board of Health will conduct a special
Library will host an author meet
called board meeting Thursday. Feb. 3, at 5 p.m. in the Calloway
and greet and book signing with
County Health Center. The agenda topics will include approval of
Susan Page Davis Monday. Feb.
prior board minutes, board of health orientation presentation, dispo7, from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
sition of the 705 Olive Street property, withdrawal process update,
Davis is an award winning
executive session-public health director selection process, and
Christian Fiction author who
adjournment. The meeting is open to the public.
has been published by several
publishers including Barbour,
WKWIB youth council will meet
Harvest House and Summerside
The West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board Youth Council
Press. She has more than 30
will meet Thursday. Feb. 3. at 9:30 a.m. in the Lake Barkley State
books published with more to
Lodge. Cadiz. All interested are invited to attend.
come. A few of her titles and
awards include "The Sheriff's
Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Surrender," a top pick in inspiraOvereaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types ot
tional fiction in Romantic Times
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Book Reviews' December issue.
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information.
"Hearts in the Crosshairs" was
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.
Susan Page Davis
nominated for the Reviewers'
Librarian for CCPL."Susan will
Choice Award at Romantic
share a bit about how she creates
Narcotics group will meet
Times Book Reviews. "The
her marvelous stories as well as
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
Gunsmith's Gallantry- was
how she and her husband came
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information. call 753-8419 or 1
rated 4 1/2 stars by Romantic
to make their home in Calloway
(877)447-2004.
Times Book Reviews and 'The
County."
Crimson Cipher- was named a
Books will be available for
Top Pick and rated 4 1/2 stars by
TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
purchase and Davis will hold a
Romantic Times Book Reviews
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
book signing. The event will be
in the August 2010 issue.
held in the library's meeting Thursday, Feb. 3. at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Davis is a native of central
room. Refreshments will be Public Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at
Maine where she and her husserved and the Western 753-6646.
band, Jim made their home for
and
Tennessee
Kentucky
more than 32 years. In May Stitchers. a chapter of the
Senior tax assistance available
2010, they moved to western Embroidery Guild of America,
Free tax help will again be available at the Murray-Calloway
Kentucky.
will have special hand-stitched
Senior Citizens Center. located at 607 Poplar Street. Trained AARP
"We invite everyone to come
gifts for attendees.
volunteers will prepare taxes for those with low and moderate
and meet this delightful author,"
For more information, call the
income, with special attention to those age 60 and older. Volunteers
said Sandy Linn, Acquisitions library at 753-2288.
will be available each Wednesday. beginning Feb. 2 through April 6.
Appointments are necessary and can be made by calling 753-0929.
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MAG offers youth, adult studios

Openings are available in the
Murray Art Guild's upcoming
studios. Reid Parish is offering
two sessions for adults in clay.
The emphasis is on production
and hand building. Barb Kilby is
offering "Messy Friday" for preschool and adult partners and an
after-school studio for older stu-

dents where the emphasis is on
development of skills and creative exploration. All materials
are provided in the workshops.
For details and registration.
contact the Guild office at 'norrayartguild€imurray-ky.net: or
753-4059.

Murray Bank Good Life plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to The Southern
Women's Show,in Nashville. Tenn.. on Thursday, April 14. Also,on
May 3, they will travel to Nashville for lunch and enjoy a show at
TPAC featuring the famous comedian. Carl Hurley and special
guest, Jeanne Robertson. For more information. call Brenda Sykes
at 767-3338 or e-mail bsytesOtthemurraybank. Seating is limited
and early reservations are encouraged.

gie wo,00' 4/00*

stift Register At These Participating Businesses
To Win Prizes In Our

Valentine's Scavenger Hunt414
The Big Apple Cafe
Wee Care
Quest Fitness/UBC
The Place
Wilson's Florist
Penique's
Brinn's Quick Lube
Pagliai's Pizza

Rolling Hills
Oakwood Studio
Red Barn
Sirloin Stockade
Massey BP
The Retreat
Fidalgo Bay
Gatti's Pizza

Now through February 9th.
Winners will announced February 11th.

Reunion
announced
The Calloway County High
School Class of 1991 is asked to
"Save the Date- for the 20-year
reunion on Aug. 26 and 27.
Plans are being made for a tailgating party before the
Calloway vs. Murray football
game on Friday night. The
reunion will take place Saturday
night at the Murray County
Club. For information, contact
Crystal Morrow at crystal.morrow(et murraystate.edu.

Texas Hold 'Ern
Tourney
Saturday, February 19th
2:00 • 8:00 pm

Chddrrn florlunr A
OWNER:
Karen Allbrolum Caen

CCMS

Lai6ER&TIMES4414
sbA 4101

$ 2500 let Plate
Top 10 Paid
s100 fuy In

270-752-3333
For Details
KY Gaming ORG000051
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CCMS Academic Team claims title at District 3 Governor's Cup
Host Calloway County
Middle School's Academic
Team claimed the championship
at the District 3 Governor's Cup
competition on January 22.
2011. The CCMS team defeated
Murray
Middle. Mayfield
Middle and Graves County
Middle for the top spot.
In the overall competition,
points are received for every top
finisher. CCMS finished with
59 team points. Munay Middle
followed with 32.5 points.
GCMS finished third with 20
points and Mayfield Middle finished fourth with 8.5 points.
In the quick recall competition, the Lakers defeated GCMS
in the first round and defeated
Murray in the second round and
again in the finals. Quick recall

members are Josh Betts. Mark Bergman in second and Tristin
Tyler, Cassidy Neal. Ryan Cole in third. Testing alternates
Grace, Riecher Denmark and were Skyler Hunter, Hunter
Bailey, Quenton Robertson and
Aaron Allen.
In written assessments. the Noah Hopkins.
top five finishers advance to
Future Problem Solving
Regional competition. In math- (FPS) is a team competition
etnatics. Neal was fourth and where students design solutions
Dakota Owens was fifth. Tyler to future scenarios. Jami Foster,
placed first in Social Studies Julie Revell, Cris Gomez, Neal
with Ryan Grace in fifth. Erik and Emily Wood placed second
Mikulcik was first in science. in FPS.
The Lakers will compete
Martin Mikulcik was second
and Betts was third. In language next at the Regional competiarts, Grace was second, James tion to held at Murray Middle
Harrison third and Andrea School. The CCMS Academic
McCormack placed sixth. Team is coached by Scott Pile,
Bobbi Brashear finished second Whitney Pile, Erin Klotz, Zach
in composition. Madison Ball Rudolph. Lynn Melton, Christy
was fourth and Clara Arnold Walker, Jeannetta McCallon,
was sixth. Tyler placed firstst in Beth Morehead and Brad
Fine Arts followed by Halee Darnall.

Photo provided

Pictured are members of the Calloway County Middle School academic team, who recently
won first place in the District 3 Governor's Cup.

WMHS-TV class recognized for recent help with Lions auction
Special to the Ledger
Members of the WMHS-TV
13 class received a $1,639 check
from the Murray Lions Club for
their recent nightly assistance
with the Lions Club Auction
Nov. 1-4. Members of the class
assisted each evening running

cameras, soundboard, switcher
and as phone operators.
The Lions Club Auction raises funds for eye-care services
for the young and elderly population of the community, who
otherwise wouldn't be able to
afford services. Their monetary

award will be used towards the rative venture.
"This is the fifth year in a
student's attendance of the 2011
STN Convention in Orlando, row we have conducted this
community venture," she said.
Fla.. March 9-12.
Sherry Purdom, WMHS-TV "It is a win-win experience all
13 Club instructor, extended her the way around for everyone
gratitude to the Murray Lions
Club members for this collabo-

and a yearly experience our students anticipate. Our student's
efforts are always generously
noticed by the Lions Club members.This year's donation will be

used to help the students attend
Student
their
first-ever
Television Network Convention
in Orlando with nearly twothousand high school students
throughout the United States.
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CHECK RECEIVED: Members of the WMHS TV 13 class hold a $400 check from the Max
Preps CBS Sports Rituals Video Competition. Students created video showcasing Friday
nights at Ty Holland Stadium during the Murray High School Tiger Football season. Their monetary award will be used towards their 2011 STN Convention in Orlando, Fla., March 9-12.

Photo provided
Members of the WMHS TV 13 class hold a check for $1,639 presented to them by the Murray
Lion's Club for their assistance with the annual Lion's Club Auction.
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MUSICAL GUEST: During a unit of music and musical instruments at Calloway County Preschool, Gwenda Wilhelm's class
was visited by Jacob Wald, a Murray State music student. Waid shared his woodwind instruments (oboe and bassoon) and
helped to demonstrate some of the musical concepts the class was learning

i51

1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071
270.761 REST
www.theretreatotmurray.com

WATERFRONT
141.

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
the

0/
/0
realty
team

518 I.akeshore

Ness Concord, KY 42076

Beautttul laketrunt home read) ii MOW IMO' Come see
the prieelos
ot kentuclo Ltke tram patio or hal
owl!. rhis home has harthcood floor. throughout num
loci u huh inclutles 1 bedroom. and I lull Nth. then
lead,to the basement %here the kitchen t anti h room and
,'her lull Nth are hsated %alk .mt basement leads to
is sited ha,kard and pro.aie dock (heat Med, hit
chieriainini! Alld specidine Me intih tannh 52-1c

270.753.9999

3

Our customized
massages are a great
gift for new romances
or for your
sweetheart of a lifetime!

(..(• this house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com

Providing Family Eye C.,aril
and Fashion Eye Wear
for over 25 years! 44

ARVIS

j

VISION CENTER

1208 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1429
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CLASSIFIEDS

Pets Supple,
2 cute male poms. 8
wits old. $100 each
270-759-1107 or
270-293-4611
A.P.R.I.
Registered
Boston Terrier Pups,
Born November 30th.
vet checked, shots and
wormed to date. $350
each, Cash Only
270-492-8062

classifiedernourraylledgercom

INDEX
ADJUSTMENT_S
Advertisers are requested to check
the test inseMor, ot their ads fOr anv
error Murray Ledger & Times yeti 70
responsible for only one incc-)E),..'
insertion Any error should be report.
ed immediately sc corrections car
be made
L4=1=f

0
120
125
330
040
050
360
0'0
240
'00
0
120
30
40
'50
155
r 60
65
160

Legal Nob,
Notice
Personats
Fin/F.4e
ReerlIffrarli• **moo
Los,And Found
Help Wanteo
Postbon Wanted
Dattesur & Childcare
Bustness Opportunity
Eiectronws
Computers
Appliance Pods
Wonl To Buy
ArOcles For SWe
Applunces
Rome Furnishings
Anbques
Lawn A Garden

'90
195
200
230
220
260
270
290
295
300
320
130
340
160
170
340
390
410
425

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

;qr., Equipment
Heavy SouiPment
SPons Equipment
Feewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobee Homes For Sale
tamitse 140.ftes For Rent
Mowle HOMY Lots For Pere
Rentats
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Far Ref.
Houses For Rent
Storage Pennant
Commerciat Property
Pets it Sultiews
Lireslotti& Suppaes
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Le MK'

31 3, 1 1
1,0
445
450
455
460
In)
490
445
490
495
500
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530
560
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Ak•
Saw
Lots For Pert
Farms F ,•
acreage
Homes For Saw
laolowtcies S ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Lto1it, :Hodes
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Services °Herm]
Free Colunw
Tobacco 4 SuPWws

DEADLINES
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MondaySmart Saw
'jive)

S8.50 Column Inch, ea , Discount 2nd Run,
40. Discount 3rd Run.
r :)au l'r r 30,1
Ri,?, r
0 Ad,
'
$3.35 per co;umn inch extra for Monday 'Shopping Guide)

feedreag.h
Thursday
Fmk/

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.S0 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
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into '-initrt
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''3 ferret or edit any sum
V maintains tne
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GRASS HAY FOR
SALE $3.00 PER
BALE. GOOD QUALITY, HEAVY BALES.
CALL 270-559-1900

Saturday

Reel Estate

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Hero Wanted

Invitation to Bid
•
The Murray Police Deportment will
bids for a Ford Police Interceptor vehicle !,
to be marked 'Police Vehicles" and deliver.
City Clerk s office by 2 00 pm local time on I
February 6.2011. where they will be openeo ar
read aloud Specifications are available at the t ,r
Clerks office located at 104 North 5th Si Mum,•
KY 42071 The City of Murray reserves the 11,41,
to waive informalities and to rerct any and all bids

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter
Cut to your
specifications
STUBBLEFILED
FARM
Murray KY
853-0528
lestubb0 apex net
Faye's Custom
Embroidery &
Screen Printing

1270)753-7743
THE Murray Ledger &
Times cunsioers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledge- & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
I

050
Lost and Found

DISCLAIMER
When ai:cessing the
-help wanted.. section
sin our sl issifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork torn
By default.
Murray and heal lob
!ramp will appear on
this webiate
Hosseser, as a national
aebsite. not all listings
on the lo),network corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank sou
Lake area convenience
;tore. Must be mature.
reliable, honest, flexible, great with cus•omers and willing to
work weekends Part
time to start, possible
full time. Exp. helpful.
279-293-9284
Call
resturant
LOCAL
waitress
seeking
Mon-Sat, day help
Please send resume or
contact information to
1040-R.
Box
P0
Murray

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times'.
Must have own automobile, good dm/mg
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Director of our Women's Center. The Director
assumes the administrative and clinical
responsibility necessary for the operation of the
Women's Center The Director organizes.
directs, prescribes, and delegates the delivery
of nursing care. Candidates must be a licensed
RN with a minimum of 3 years experience in
OB/GYN. Prefer candidate with a minimum of 1
year experience in management

Call 753-1916

APPLICATIONS being
accepted for electrical
and
Journeymen
apprentices, data and
Send
security tech
resume to PO Box
1040-A, Murray, KY
42071

CURRENTLY seeking
experienced
an
Advisor
Seroce
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
career
ment Great
opportunity outstanding co-workers and
hard working environApplicants
ment
should be self-motivated. ambitious, goal onented, result driven and
eager to provide great
service.
customer
Send resumes to 701
Main St, Murray, KY
42071.
MARKETING Director
with a proven track
record needed to help
double our company
again' Salary depends
on experience and
proven results Send
to
resume
Recruitment Mgr PO
Box 363 Merray KY
42071

Acceoiriç
resumes
All sales career!,
& other position,
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray KY
-1'071

SEEKING automotive
consultant
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused.
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills Great opportunity for expenenced and
inexpenenced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer
Nq prevrous auto sales
experience is needed.
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a posilive_
Please send
resumes to 701 Main
Street. Murray. KY
Equal
42071
Opportunity Employer
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license
Spring cleaning only
$7 25-$10.00/hr. based
on expenences references needed
270-759-4556

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
Mother of infant will
provide child care in my
home located on route
94 east 270-227-4656

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

E South 12th

(770)753-1713

The Director will report directly to the CNO
and is an integral part of the nursing
management team
Henry County Medical Center is located in
northwest Tennessee and is a growing and
expanding medical center We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package
Interested candidates who meet all the
requirements should send resume or may
apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
731-644-8474 FAX
cowen hcmc-tmprg
Equal Opportunity Employer

Management Opening
Exciting Opportunity!

1

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we II
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times

Apartments For Rent

2BR apt partially fur
rushed. some utinties
paid. no pets. $300,mo
767-9037
28R. 2 full bath duplex
ail appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished.
$600,month no pets
753-2225
2BR. 2BA duplex.
$525/mo +1/mo, security-deposit, no pets
please Call
492-8566 after-6pm or
293-8566
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
tat Full Pao Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
I 505 DiuFuld Drise
I BR & 38R Apt.
270-753455e
TDD I 4100-545-IR33
Est. DO

.6

DIRECTOR OF WOMEN'S CENTER

RN Full-time 6am-2pm
Weekend laundry aide
6am-6pm Apply in person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing. Mayfield KY

PECO

L

CAR RAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESS
105N 3RD
753-1502
SALE'
Mattresses sets starting at $149 95' Special
extra savings mall
furniture'

L2800. 5'
Kubota
woods bush hoe. 6
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn mower. 270-2279043

Are you a top performing manager with excel- [
Equipment
l
git
lent communication and motivation skills? Are
you self-motivated with an ability to motivate
2004 Montana fifth
, Are you looking for a better income
others'
wheel M3295RK 35 ft
opportunity with room for aovancement and no
long 2-airs excellen
"glass ceilings" to promotion? Ideal applicants
condition. $20 000 00
will have a proven track record of hard work
call 293-4400
producing proven results. Strong understanding
of business, financial, and management skills is
essential If you are looking for a rewaraing
career in management with a privately-owned
FIRE WOOD
successful company. we want to meet you.
(270)210-6267 Pick
MSCB. Inc. has been in business for over 30
up or delivery
years providing our clients with the best in
accounts receivable solutions This position
offers excellent pay with room for advancement.
All inquiries will be handled confidentially.
1994 Atlantic 3BR
Interested parties should
heir
29A Needs some work
scmba-iilric ctom
information to opportunity0 me
and moved $10.000
Call 227-8721 after
4pm

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned tot to
bottom? Give
me a call. 731-3363891 references available

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs., Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

All line ads

Buying & Selling
old U S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome! Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161
HAY for sale
53.00/ Bale
753-1287

placed in our
paper are posted

on our

web-

site for tree!

Moving Sale. Childs
BR suite $200. PR1000
$300.
Bowflex
Pro
Commercial
Cyclone Flake 51.000
Call 207-227-9279

28R and lot.
$12.900
Available in Feb 14
places sold so far.
Dont miss out'
(270)753-6012

38R $29500
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

1BR, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
I OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2-3BH. 1,58A. water
paid. wid. Available
Feb 1st_ 753-9479,
227-0836
28R IBA Townhouse
$475W/D.
with
Please
$500/month
call 270-753-7559

apartEFFICIENCY
ments for rent Some
utilities paid $250/mo
No pets 767-9037
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo
You wont find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
1 8 2BR apartments,
Midway Lease references. & deposit No
Pets 270-753-0859.
270-753-5214
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D,
stove
refrigerator
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
$600imo plus deposit
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent
-MSU STUDENTS
WELCOME•••
3BR, IBA. C1-1)A.
detached garage. 1
mile east of Murray
No pets. $600/month.
lease + security & gas
deposit. Call
270-753-1718
1BR Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2-car
1 BA,
2BR,
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
secunty 978-7441
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826
26R, IBA. C/H/A, all
appliances. $350 +
deposit & references.
No Pets. 270-753-1059
2BR. 2BA, 1 car
garage, all appliances
including W/D, excelcondition.
lent
rent
$725/month
$725/deposit
270-293-8919
2E3R, close to MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898

Marra, t edger ii Timm Fair
tioutimq 50o 54otice

4,-71 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

060
Help Wanted

VISA
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0"
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ASO, tsases
ait , • rtne .in,

3 & 4BR Houses
Available
Locations
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

clifritiffkbeeRiirs:

%Ate

ty

01 halndl-ir Ii

l.ii

-Lim Ad Special**

3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 8
acres located in Hazel
$675.00 a month. We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
We
for
$700 00.
rempre a one year
month
lease, one
deposit and no pets
Call for further information 270-753-2905

20 words- Om week
Oilly 419.00
Nal

Ca!I Ashley Morris

or Natasha Hutson to place an ad
(270)753-1918

de`a

ac 46

Commence' Prop Fix Rent
EXTRA nice 3BR 2BA,
in
located
home
Whitnell
Estates
Central Heat AC, 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished $900/mo .
one year lease referdeposit
&
ences
Call
required
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night
Furnished 1,700sqft.
totally restored Farm
3BR. 2BA
House
1acre lot, 3miles from
Wildcat Beach & lmile
from Miller Memorial
Golf
Course
$800/month + utilities.
270-227-8225 or
270-753-5976
Large 3BR Duplex
213A, 1 car garage, all
appliances. no pets,
year lease & deposit,
$8001mo
3BR House, 1BA,
refrigerator.
stove.
W/D, 1 car garage. no
pets. year lease &
deposit. S585/mo.
270-293-5427
VERY nice 38F1 wth
garage. CiHIA. and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

Murray
Downtown
Commercia
Prime
Building 1,850 sq.ft.
Available Feb 2011
5400-500
Rent
depending on length of
lease 865-705-5812
Retail Store Front
2.300sqft.
2.200sqft Main St.
Hazel. KY
270-753-8623

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

440
Lots For Sale I

Dr.,
Oakhill
1414
Estates,
Campbell
145x175ft. perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0676
460
Homes For Sale

G & W Storage located at Junction of •
Hwy 94 8. Hwy 280. For four boat and:
mini storage. needs, please call
270-753-2905 our office is located at
1960 N 12th St, Suite A in the Murray
Business Center

Visit our other

locations at 1900 N 12th MBC Storage
Or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

BRAND new 38R 28A
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
tight. Approx. 1800 SF
Livrag. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

jacks
10 X 10 and lox 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

lEON BEAcji
fl11711'0R
MINI
A

All Size Units • Climate Control
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

1850 St. Rt, 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
al.KEN(ALS
SIINI-STORAGE
720%. 11'H SI.
°Met 13 121 s. a. I rig Walt'
iOXIM $25 111%15 $40
1
12701436-2524
1
12701 293-6906

a subscription to the

MI KK41

11ES

&
1
1 Home II*Iivery
Local Mail
I
530.00
I 3 mo.
mo.
3
535.00
$55.00
I 6 mo.
mo.
$63.00
5105.00 6
I I )r.
5110.00
I yr.
1
1
All Other Mail
Rest of KY/TN
Suhscriptions
$75.00
$70.50 3 mo.
Space 1 3 mo.
Storage
596.00
6 mo
$90.00 6 mo.
Available Main St
$120.00 I yr.
$145.00
Hazel
1 I yr
270-753-8623
Check
Money Order
Visa
MJC
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Name

"PRICE REDUCED"
CHURCH building.
pews and pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground. Murray,
KY.
Call 931-964-0182 or
931-279-1267 'Good"
to "Fair" condition Ready to use,

:r3.17.6:rn

Garland Rentals, Inc. has noW acquired

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell.(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+,SF
5000
$1000.00imonth.
270-492-8211

I St Address
I
City
I
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this toupon with payment ti
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
iii call 12701 753-1916

to Stir

Special to the Le
Jackson Pura

recently donated $2
Cam
Agriculture
Research and Ed
Students t A.C.R.E.:
gle largest camps
Murray State Unive
School of Agncultul
Jackson Purchas
part of the natior
System,
Credit
financing for agri
rural living since P.
more than 5250 mil
outstanding to moo
members.
Stan Brunston,
nye officer of Jacks
ACA, said his con
the decision to dons
State's ACRES.
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2 cute male poms. 8
wks old. $100 each
270-759-1107 or
270-293-4611
A.P.R.I.
Registered
Boston Terrier Pups
Born November 30th,
vet checked, shots and
wormed to date. $350
each. Cash Only
270-492-8062

GRASS HAY FOR
SALE $330 PER
BALE GOOD QUALITY HEAVY BALES
CALL 270-559-1900
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FSBO 28R 28A Bnc.k
Horne on 2acres Call
270 759-8560 or
931-624-2875

Dr.,
1414 Oakhill
Estates.
Campbell
145x1751t. perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining. custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Liwng. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

on the
most everieneed
in West Ky.
403 Toon Taylor Trail
)011 re*

New 2-4
Bedroom' banes in
Riverield Estatec.
SI3G Is Property
Proleasliseals
293-7872
REDUCED Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 38R. 28A 2car garage 2.240 so
ft cathedral ceilings.
driveway.
concrete
large iot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781. 559-2032.
Spacious 4BR1 38A
with office and large
game room Across
from country club
Asking $350,000.00
270-293-7906
Spacious 46R1 3BA
with office and large
game room. Across
from country club.
Asking S350.000.00
270-293-7906

05 Kawasakie 250
Irma $1,600.00 o
rade or obo 1970
Harley 900' shove
head 2000 Tytle 1600
needs work Vibe street
12ft board $450.00
293-2741

Hazel
4443
Lots For Sale

anight's
111=11110
clanf

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hortandmotorsaies tom
270-753-446'
200 Honda Civic EX. 2
door. 136.00 miles,
black,
automatic,
dependable. good condition, $4.500.00. 2933769

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY-$75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

S4nICSICIN8.11

Drywall,&
Painting to
EtathrOornA
Kitchens .
Decks to Fencing.
Vileje,:'itAtez
Small,
No•dot
2Z0-871-9916
aerekic k vete
rWeelOehrl9-EOM

753-772.8
Hill tlectric
Since 198f)
Res Coin & Ind
licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or -alai!

753-9562
iiu.rn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk 8 tree woo,

_
A&B Quality
New & Used
Furnitue
We buy anything
& sell everything'

(270) 530-0450
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Skiing.
Floors
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-26 17
ANDFlUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
•rack
installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OP
759-5534
Bwer
thick
ei
aElewist ae*tric
Sers'aeua
Licensed 6 Insured
32 yrs exp.
Neesteoe a Light or

Rewire your
entire House.
MOW Construr.tioal
Free Estimates!
270-978-1108
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service_
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
.Flignt Review
*Discovery Flight

I

Handyman Work
OW JOINS Repairs,.
Home Auto.
_ CarperitrY. Light'

(270)978-1961

• FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &

0 BRYAN TREE

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
!iamilton (.rinitv
Marble
3301 St. RI 121N.

753-8087
11.14, Mutaotk.• 2.1-172.2.
Iltttin
•

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE

_Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
.'Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

SS more for a double spot

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
no more than 25 words1
are the blessing I m
Peadline for receipt it Youthankful
for each and
everyday,
54
of photos fr love
I love you forever and a day'
Mom
lines is Wednesday,
V
e'
v
February 9 at 5PM.

and operated
•Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
2701703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhrty O'Bryan

Mail information, payment. and scnder's name and phone number to

soi 104e. Murray. Al 42071 or come by the office at 1001 14 hitned
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Free Coiurry

34

3 Yr old male minature
dachshund free to
good home 753-4507
labrdalmation mix free
to good home
978-7657
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lending institution for local
farmers." Clark said. "The fact
that they were ‘k tiling to jump
on board right ai the beginning
and set the example was a very
good thing for the A.C.R.E.S.
Campaign."
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of
the school of agriculture. said
the donation will further
enhance the agriculture program
at MSU and will help the school
continue to meet its educational
objectives.
"The main goal of has mg
university farms is to help educute our students." Brannon
said. "Due to the limited farm
experience of many of our stuof expanddents, the
ed university farm laboratories
becomes an even more critical

•
Anew.

t1.11.••••Mo......1...1.••••••••••••••

Jackson Purchase ACA donated $25.000 toward Murray State University's Hutson School of
Agriculture ACRES. Campaign to acquire a new university farm laboratory and improvements. Presenting the check at the recent ACRES. Leadership Team meeting on behalf of
Jackson Purchase ACA are Stan Brunston, second from right. CEO, and Curtis Hancock, far
right, chair of the board of directors. Accepting on behalf of Murray State are from left, Dr. Tony
Brannon. dean, Hutson School of Agriculture; Paul Radke, director of development, Hutson
School of Agriculture; and Will Ed Clark, Chair, ACRES. Campaign.

donation opportunities.
"Jackson Purchase ACA's
gift was one of the first major
corporate donations from anyone here in the area and when I
went and talked to them. Mr.
Brunston was very interested in
doing this." Clark said. "The
opportunity to work with
Jackson Purchase ACA put in
motion our ability to visit other
financial institutions and corporations around the area."
Clark said the company's
contribution has encouraged
other donations from many local
businesses and has beep an
essential part of the A.C.R.E.S.
Campaign
"Jackstrtt Purchase ACA has
offices all over Western
Kentucky and they are a major

SucloKu is a numoer-placing puzzle based on a 919 grid stnth
several gver. numbers The °bred is to place the numbers 1 to 9
Ste empty squares so that each roe each column anis each
3x3 boa contents the same number only once The deleculty level
or the Concepts Suclotu ,ncreases t•orn Monday to SundaN

8

Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Loading Deck of

Murray

between ,5:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Ashley or %iatasha '270,753-1916for more information.

753-1616 227-661
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814

t444-4G.
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Jackson Purchase ACA donates funds
to support A.C.R.E.S. Campaign
Special to the Ledger
Ja,:kson Purchase ACA
recently donated $250/0 to the
Campaign for
Agriculture
Research and Education of
the sinStudents
gle largest campaign in the
Murray State University Hutson
School of Agriculture's history.
Jackson Purchase ACA is a
part of the nationwide Farm
providing
System,
Credit
financing for agriculture and
rural living since 1917. and has
more than $250 million in loans
outstanding to more than 2 OM
members.
Stan Brunston. chief exeLti
tive officer of Jackson Purchase
ACA, said his cotnpany made
the decision to donate to Murray
State's ACRES. Campaign
because they want to assist the
school of agriculture in then
efforts to give college students
more hands-on experience on
the farm.
"The ACRES. Campaign
further enhances Murray State's
ability to train and teach students who we hope to eventually market to." Brunston said.
"Agriculture has changed substantially over the years and has
left less room for small farmers.
By donating this money. we
hope to give everyone who
wants to get into agriculture at
Murray State the opportunity to
learn by doing."
The A.C.R:E.S. Campaign
was designed to raise $1.5 million toward the acquisition of
land and equipment. buildings.
fences, advanced technologies
and other farm improvements
needed to develop a first-rate
research and laboratory tam.
Will Ed Clark, alumnus of
Murray State University, graduated in 1970 with a bachelor of
science degree in agriculture
scienc: and speech communication. Clark serves on the
A.C.R.E.S. Campaign to help
the school of agriculture explore
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839
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KELLEY'S
MUSK
LESSONS
1 403 Chestnut St
Gu.-ter Piano Done
voice & more

(270)925-5387

Ron Frame
.(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0123

51'v

I

(270)873-2098

_iitertjency Serie
•Localty
-Licervseo

CO HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Vieldrng..Yards Trim
Melding 8 Nksch more
No Job tociAmAr!
Jacob
270-978,0278

Nero Tuning
DJ 8 &rune!
We Trawl Youth
Barsda!

DEBRIS REMOVAL
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part of their education. Even
though most of today's students
won't he farm owners, handson-farming experience and
awareness is an important part
of their education and preparation for careers that directly
relate to the production sector of
agriculture Proudly. many of
our past graduates have gone to
work for ACA.
"We are deeply appreciative
of our friends from Jackson
Purchase ACA for making the
lead corporate gift in support of
our ACRES. Campaign."
Brannon said."We look forward
to continuing to work with them
as we develop the expanded
acreage as an educational laboratory for our students"

Horoscope

Iv Jaci..Ibe Blgar

occurs within a partnership.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stay on the daily level You
have much to do. and you need
IC. clear it out. A partner or dear
friend could shake you up with
his or her unpredictability. Start
thinking in terms of people doing
the unexpected.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Creativity often saves
the day, and you have lust that
Brainstorm with a fnend or two
about an unanticipated issue
You might be surprised by the
suggestions and even your own
solutions. A new beginning is
possible with your romantic life
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay anchored, knowing
what is necessary and which
'Ile Stars Show the Kind of way to go. You could be overDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: whelmed by everything that goes
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; on in your personal life. Pull back
if you need to handle other matI -Difficult
ters. Know your priorities and
honor them
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
22-Dec. 21)
***** Your creativity flourish- SAGITTARIUS(Nov.
**** Stay upbeat and handle
es. Others want to listen and
a bump in the road, knowing it is
share. Unexpected insights
nothing more than that It will
about a key person become
pass. Calls and meetings domiapparent. Do your best to intenate your day. The unexpected
grate this realization without othoccurs in a conversation, and
ers noticing A meeting is Imporyou gain unprecedented insight
tant.
about a key person
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You probably insist on CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be more tuned in to the
staying on top of various situacosts of a particular purchase 01
tions. There is such a thing as
set of plans. You could be sursituaA
responsibility.
too much
prised Take off your rose-colletting
consider
to
you
tion forces
ored glasses. and look at the sitgo of one of your many obligauation once more You will be
tions. Be open to feedback from
much happier in the near future
a friend. This person might be
with a realistic view,
right!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Count on your ability to
**** Finally, you see an openhandle a problematic situation
ing_ Disruption with a boss or
You might not like an unexpected
someone you look up to could
lolt, even if it is for the better. You
postpone your taking a step formight need to go back to square
ward. A new beginning is possione. Learn to flex with a smile. It
ble if you look past the obvious.
will become easy.
Understand how your thinking
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
can restnct you.
*** Your sensitivity to a key
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
person in your life might ulti**** Recognize your limitamately cause you a problem
tions and accept more input. Two
act on this realizaheads work better than one. A Before you
tion, think carefully about what
stunning realization might be
you want from a situation. Talk to
quite exciting. A partner paves
a key advise; You'll discover
the way to greater security and
how others see you and also
success Be careful if you are
learn more about yourself
dealing with someone who is
triggered easily
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Singe, Shakira (1977). novelist
**** Rest assured that others
singer
care, even if they appear to be James Joyce (1882),
Graham Nash (1942)
heading down a path toward
trouble Look at your responses.
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
recognizing that your reactions
Internet at www.jacquelinebiperyour
and
you
of
more
speak
gar.com.
sonal life The unexpected

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday. Feb. 2. 2011:
This year. you express unusual
creativity and charisma. If you
opt to manifest an idea, desire or
project. the reality happens more
easily than you anticipated. You
might feel like you can pull a
white rabbit out of a hat! Your
magnetism speaks. and others
cannot help but respond. If you
are single, many a potential suitor will attempt to change your
status. The choice is yours. If
you are attached, stay sensitive
to your sweetie, arid avoid
becoming too me-oriented.
AQUARIUS values friendship.
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Looking Back
iigo
Published is a picture of East
Elenientary first-grade classmates
Samantha Turner and Montana
Cunningham selecting candy during the celebration of the first
100 days 01 school Wednesday
afternoon.
Thomas C Broach ('RNA.
MSN has been promoted to the
rank of colonel in the United
States Army Reserve. He is the
son of Betty Jane Monis and
Charles Broach Jr. of Murray.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Matt Hale
Scottish folkdance Margaret
Walker of Nashville will appear
in the Ninth Annual Burns Night
celebration Feb. 3 at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse
Twenty years ago
City. county and Murray -Calloway County Hospital officials
have teamed up for the purchase
of a new $33.0(1)ambulance recently. A state grant totaling approximately S16,766 will go towards
the purchase and both the city
and county will contribute S.5.000
each with the hospital contributtrig the difference.
A scholarship has been established at Murray State University
to honor Dr. Jules Harcourt, retiring chairman of the Department
f Office Systems and Business
ducation.
Activities have been planned
celebrate International Student
ay at Murray State University
Friday. Feb. I.
; Thirty years ago
Quintin Walls, senior at Murray High School. has been named
Kentucky's nominee to compete
for two 5500 Head Stan scholarships to be given nationally.
The Murray High School speech
club captured second place in the
Calloway County High School
Speech Tournament held this past
weekend. The Tigers totaled 242
points and 256 for tourney champion Trigg County.
Published is a picture of Karen
Fortner. Damn Chapman. Matthew
Yuill. Stephanie Howell. Shay

id

Mitchell and Mrs. Regina Williams
during an activity on the PET
computer which was sponsored by
the Environmental Lab of Murray
State University
Forty years ago
Van Clark of Murray Route A.
has been awarded a sertitis-ate by
the Kentucky Division of Ecirestry
as owner of the largest American
Holly Tree in Kentucky The tree
is located 14 miles northeast of
Murray near Palestine United
Methodist Church.
Elected as officers of the Murray Magazine Club were Mrs. L.J.
Hortin. Mrs. C.C. Lowry. Mrs.
A.C. LaFallone. Mrs. O.C. Wells
and Mrs. E.A. Lundquist.
Recently reported births include
a gni to Mr. and Mrs. Max J.
Fay lor
Fifty- years ago
The Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce held its Bosses Night
Dinner on Jan. 31 at the Kenlake
Hotel. Ed Fenton received the
Jaycees Distinguished Service
Award and Jim kb the Jaycee
Key Man Award.
The newly organized Music
Boosters of Murray College High
School Parent-Teacher Association
will meet tonight at the school.
according to Mrs. Joe West. president.
The Murray Girl Scout Council will meet today at the Girl
Scout Cabin, according to Mrs.
Ed Settle, chairman of the home
and hospitality committee.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don 0%erbey
Sixty years ago
Murray and Calloway County
woke up yesterday with one of
the worst weather conditions experienced in many years. One below
zeni is predicted along with heavy
MrS. Marvin Fulton entertained
the members of the Hobby Club
and guests at her home on Main
Street.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Donelson.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Letter of thanks gives hope
to moms who gave up sons
DEAR ABBY: As a birth mother. I must respond to the letter
from "Her Thankful Son" (Dec.
121. Nearly 26 years ago. I gave
up my own son for adoption. It
was the most devastatingly painful
thing I have ever had to do. But
I lov ecl him enough to let him
go because I
was in no
to
position
hint
raise
my self.
the
To
man
young
wrote
who
you. I say:
"Thank you"
-- from me
and all the
Dear Abby birth mothers
carry
who
By Abigail
holes in our
hearts from
Van Buren
having to let
our children go on to better lives
without us. My greatest fear was
always that my son would end
up hating me and not understand
why I let him go. This man's letter has given me hope. -- WENDY
DEAR VIJENDY: "Her Thankful Son" wrote an open letter to
his unknown biological mom.
expressing gratitude for the lifehis adoptive parents have provided. As it did with you, his letter
resonated with many of my readers whose lives have been toadied
by adoption. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: When I read
the letter from "Thankful Son." I
felt a sense of relief. I had a son
when I was 16 and placed him
for adoption because I knew I
couldn't give him the life he
deserved. I was determined that
his adoption would not he in vain
and that I would become a better person because of it. I consider myself to be a better mom
now because of him.
My girls know they have a
brother out there. but I have
explained it's not for me to seek
him. If he wants to find me I
would be thrilled. but I realize I
gave up my right to him when I

made my decision. I have no
regrets. I think of him often and
wonder if he's OK.
Reading "Thankful's" letter
comforted me If it is God's will,
I will meet my son one day. I
feel he will be proud of me for
making something of myself and
giving him the opportunity for a
successful life. -- BRENDA
DEAR ABBY: I 3f11 an adopted child. From the time I was
told at age 7. I wondered who
my birth mother was and went
through phases of anger and depression. I was blinded by my own
ego and did not consider anything about HER life.
When I was in my teens, a
friend of mine became pregnant
and was scared about what she
was going to do. I have since
realized that my friend's situation
could have also been my birth
mother's. It changed my attitude.
and I decided I'd like to meet
her.
Several years later I got that
opportunity. Meeting my birth
mom and three younger brothers
and sister was a very emotional
moment for me. and I cherish it
to this day. -- JAY
DEAR ABBY: You said you
hoped 'Thankful Son" could meet
his birth mother. Why? As an
adoptive mom of adult children.
I feel just as happy not having
the birth parents intervene in our
lives.
Could I handle it? Of course.
If my children had a burning
desire to find their birth parents,
would it he OK? Absolutely. Am
I curious. too? Certainly. But I don't
think you should encourage a
search.
After all. these people are virtual strangers. They have different values and expectations. At
the very least, it's a weird experience. I think what adopted children really want to know is why
they were given up and if they
were loved. The answer to that
last question, from this mom, is
a resounding YES'--THE'REAL"
MOM IN MIAMI

In 1991. 34 people were killed
In 1920. the Royal Canadian
when an arriving USAir jetliner
Mounted Police came into existence, nierging the Royal North crashed atop a commuter plane
West Mounted Police and the on a runway at Los Angeles International Airport.
Dominion Police.
In 2003, the space shuttle
In 1960. four black college
students began a sit-in protest at Columbia broke up during rea Woolworth's lunch counter in entry, killing all seven of its crew
members.
Greensboro. N.C.. where they'd
MI years ago: John Ashcroft
tier+ refused service.
,1961. the U.S. Air Force won confirmation as attorney gen10
snoestiallilly test-fired the Minute---'' eral on a 58-42 Senate vote, completing President George W. Bush's
man 1, its first solid-fuel intercontinental ballistic missile. from Cabinet over strong Democratic
opposition.
a test site in Honda
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Back-pain sufferer finds relief
DEAR DR. GOTT: For the
past 17 years, within two hours
of falling asleep. a painfully soft
lower back would wake me and
continually plague me throughout
the night. Before this started. I
was active -my
riding
bike, golfing
and exercising regularly.
Eventually. I
gave up all
acts ity,
including my
30daily
minute walk.
because the
Dr. Gott
more I moved
the
during
By
day, the worse
Dr. Peter Gott
pain
the
became at night. I tried pain pills.
sleeping pills, muscle relaxers,
lidocaine patches. heating pads.
ice packs. stretching, walking
around, sleeping on the couch and
sleeping in a chair. Nothing
worked. Sometimes it got so bad
I would just stand in the middle
of the room crying, begging for
relief. Orthopedic specialists, physical therapists and chiropractors
all examined me. The only diagnosis I received was that I had
a form of fibromyalgia.
Once again. I asked my family doctor, who is an anti-aging
specialist and proponent of alternative medicine, what else she
might have in her bag of tricks.
She came up with a supplement
called Soft Tissue Suprrort Pak.
distributed by Ortho Molecular
Products. It is a package of eight
supplements designed to repair
soft-tissue injury. From the first
night I took the supplements, I slept
pain-free. I have been taking it
for more than two months, and
it's still working I have also started exercising. bike riding and walking again. It is truly a miracle,
in my estimation.
I know many people in the Internet chat rooms have the same
symptoms I do and can't find
relief. I hope this information is
helpful to anyone who may be

suffering from a similar torture
It's a hit costly. between $2 and
1.3 per nightly package. but it's
more than worth it for a night',
sleep.
Thank you for your column
and all the folks it helps, including ine.
DEAR READER: I was easily able to find Soft Tissue Support Paks by Onho Molecular Products online. I could not find a
package of eight, only nine and
30.
According to the website, the
product contains vitamins C and
B6. calcium. magnesium. turmeric. various enzymes and extracts.
and other alternative supplements.
The product is fairly expensive. A box of 30 costs about
$69. with shipping ranging from
free to nearly $50. meaning each
pack costs between just over $2
to just under S4. A box of nine
costs just over $29. and shipping
ranges from about $10 to $50.
with each pack costing between
$4 and $9.
The top of the website boasts
a fairly large badge claiming it
is a Better Business Bureau-accredited business. When clicking on
this, I traveled to the BBB website, where I found that Doctoris
Choice Inc.. of which Onho Molecular Products is a part. had an
A+ rating.
I was fairly' impressed by this,
hut in trying to learn more about
Doctoris Choice Inc and its various subsidiaries. I was disappointed. I was able to discern that
the company is about 10 years
old.
On the whole. I wouldn't recommend this product, primarily
owing to its cost: however. because
you have had such success. I suggest you stick with it. I cannot
see that the product would be harmful. tilt does carry warnings against
use during pregnancy or nursing
and in those with allergies to
pineapple and bromelaini So. if
any of my readers choose to try
it. 1 ask that they send me their
results.

by
Heloise

THERE'S A
LIMIT ON
FREE
Dear
Heloise: I eyou
mailed
about a FEE
I was charged.
my
without
realizing it. to
Use an online
lervIre. Here

is the follow-up:
I called my credit-card company and said I did not authorize this charge. The company sent
a form in the mail stating as such.
I signed it and sent it back. About
10 days later. I got a letter from
the online service apologizing and
refunding the charge. My credit
card also refunded the fee.
The take-away? READ the fine
print of everything you sign up
for online, especially if it says
it's free! Chances are it is not
free at all, or it is free for a very
limited time, like one week or so.
And don't forget about your bank
or credit-card company -- it usually is more than happy to go to
bat for you and resolve these kinds
of issues.
Consumers have to recognize
that we have nghts. and we can't
let big companies use misleading

advertisements and limited-time.
too-good-to-be-true offers. Thank
you for 'his platform to educate
the public. -- A Reader in Texas
Chalk up one for the consumer!
And gcxid for the companies that
stepped up and did the right thing.
Helorse
UNSTUCK
Dear Heloise: To steam an
unmarked stamp stuck to an envelope: Place a moist napkin under
the envelope where the stamp is
Imated and microwave for 45-60
seconds. The stamp will peel right
off Have an envelope you want
to use immediately? Put the stamp
on the new envelope. -- A Reader in Minnesota
GIFT NOW
Dear Heloise: We have a lot
of family heirlooms, so we decided to give them to our kids and
grandkids for Christmas and their
birthdays every year. We have
more stuff than we need anyway,
and this way we get to see their
excitement when they receive
things of ours that they have
always wanted. -- Joan. via email
TINFOIL CUP
Dear Heloise: I place a tinfoil baking cup in the bottom of
my pencil holder, it fits most
holders. It is easily changed as often

as needed and is very effective.
especially if you put pens in the
holder. -- A. Alfano in New Jersey
We love this no-mess hint in
Heloise Central! Thanks for sharing. -- Heloise
NO SPILL
Dear Heloise: When filling the
steam iron at my mother's home.
I needed a very small funnel, and
then I noticed the flip-top cap
from a shampoo bottle on the
sink. I lifted the flip top and used
it as a handle while overturning
the cap and centering the small
hole over the hole in the iron! - Sheila Beer in Argos. Ind.
LOST KEYS
Dear Heloise: The other day.
I lost my keys. but fortunately,
they were found quickly. This gave
me a very good idea. I put a tag
tn them saying they should be
returned to the police. If everyone did this, it would relieve a
lot of anxiety. -- Christine Vaught
in Oregon
Send a money-saving or timesaving hut: to Heloise. PO. Box
795000. San Antonio. 7X 782795000. or yod can far it to I-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloiseittitHelotse.cont
ic12011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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18
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Today In History
By. The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. I. the
32nd day of 2011. There are 333
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. I, 1861, Texas voted
to leave the Union. 166-8, at a
Secession Convention in Austin.
On this_el_
1/11Mr.;.s.sufge eolirr
convened TO( the first one in
New York. (However, staler-only
three of the six justices were present, the court recessed until the
next day.)
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TCU

By MELLY NINE
Associated Pre,
TULSA, Okla. (API
Fuente has adopted an
Life is what you make it.
34-year-old
The
Murray State guarterbaci
has made a pretty good
himself. As co-ottensivt
nator at TCU. he calledl
a team that finished the 2
son undefeated and No.
nation.
"We were tickled to
play in the Rose Bowl,
said dunng a recent t
interview. "That was a
You really get caught
you're there for a week i
dition of it all, and we wt
win
to get the
Wisconsin)."
Football has been a ki
Fuente's life since the si)
but it hasn't always bee:

The Tulsa World's
the year in 1994, he t
6,104 career yards and I
downs at Union High Si
was a blue-chip rec
signed with Oklahoo
Howard Schnellentien
wanted a drop-back
Fuente redshirted his fit
campus, but things beet
plicated when Schnel
resigned after a 5-5-I
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Deli spread
On the roof of
Decisive win
Travel stop
Playground fixture
Suez outlet
Log chopper
Young ones
Sesame Street youngster
Parrot snack
Long. long time
Vegas game
Lucy's brother
Gorilla or gibbon
Clark's toe
Track trip
Collie or cockapoo
Genesis name
Used a chair
Came to earth
JFK commanded one
Veto vote
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Formerly
Harvest
Pay to play
Succotash half
'Terrible" age
Yale student
Employ
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Baseball's Roger
Yard tools
Make amends
Send away
No. 1 hit for Anne Murray
Make a choice
Mayday call
Lawn matenal
Discussion group
Permit
White House staffers
High point
Flaring star
Kick out
Sound of Washington
Tirades
Gift-tag word
Arrest
Play part
No. 1 hit for Eddie Fisher
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Houston player
Lukewarm
Most new drivers
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MSU gets Evansville in BracketBuster
Staff Report
Murray State will host a
regional rival with whom they
share years of history in the
ESPNU BracketBusters game.
announced
network
the
Monday night.
The Racers face Evansville
Valley
Missouri
of the
Conference on Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
at the CFSB Center in the annual event, which pits teams from
mid-major conferences against
one another.
The game is not one of the
marquee
BracketBusters
matchups as it was when
Murray State played host to
Morgan State last year in a
game that was nationally tele-

MICHAEL WYKE

series with Evansville 21-10 game) while Kenneth Hams is
but haven't faced the Purple their leading rebounder (7 per
Aces since 2002, when they game).
Matchups
The BracketBusters agreewon at Roberts Stadium in
Austin Peay at Fairliekr
Evansville by a 76-58 score. ment requires the Racers to
Eastern Illinois at Toledo
Eastern Kentucky at Western Carorina
Before that game, the two return the home game with a
Jacksonville St at Eastern Michigan
teams hadn't played since 1992. game at Evansville at some
Morehead St at Indiana St
The two schools, located just point during the 2011-12 or
Evansville at Murray St.
Sacramento St at Southeast Missouri
two hours apart. were frequent 2012-13 seasons. MSU will he
Delaware St at Tennessee St
competitors from the mid- playing next season at Morgan
Gardner-Webb at Tennessee Tech
1980s through the early 1990s. State, a return game from last
&eon at Tennessee-Martin
Their history dates back to year's BracketBuster.
• — televised on ESPNU at noon
The Racers are 4-2 all-time
1943. when they faced each
AM games Feb 19
in the event, with wins coming
other twice.
Evansville is 12-9 overall over Morgan State in 2010.
vised.
This season. Austin Peay and 6-5 in the MVC. having Rider in 2007. Illinois-Chicago
earned the OVC's TV matchup won their last three games at in 2006 and Rice in 2005.
and will travel to Fairfield, home, all in conference play. Losses have come against
The Purple Aces' leading scorer Louisiana Tech in 2009 and
which sits atop the MAAC.
The Racers lead the all-time is Colt Ryan (15 points per Indiana State in 2008.

OVC BracketBuster

AP

!n this Sept. 27, 2008 photo, TCU's Justin Fuente looks on
during pregame warm-ups before a football game against
Oklahoma, in Norman, Okla. Fuente is a former Murray
State quarterback.

Former MSU
quarterback moves
up coaching ladder
FUENTE SERV INC
AS CO-OFFENSIVE
COORDINATOR AT
TCU
By KELLY IMES
Associated Press
TULSA, Okla. I AP) - Justin
Fuente has adopted an adage:
Life is what you make it.
The 34-year-old former
Murray State quarterback, Fuente
has made a pretty good life for
him.self. As co-offensive coordinator at TCU, he called plays for
a team that finished the 2010 season undefeated and No. 2 in the
nation.
"We were tickled to death to
play in the Rose Bowl," Fuente
said during a recent telephone
interview. "That was an honor.
You really get caught up when
you're there for a week in the tradition of it all, and we were happy
to get the win (against
Wisconsin)."
Football has been a key pan of
Fuente's life since the sixth grade.
but it hasn't always been smooth
sailing.
The Tulsa World's player of
the year in 1994, he threw for
6.104 career yards and 65 touchdowns at Union High School. He
was a blue-chip recruit and
signed with Oklahoma coach
Howard Schnellenberger who
wanted a drop-back passer.
Fuente redshirted his first year on
campus. but things became complicated when Schnellenberger
resigned after a 5-5-I season.

OU hired John Blake. whose
offense under coordinator Dick
Winder required a more mobile
quarterback. Instead of bailing.
Fuente stuck with the Sooners
because coaches reassured him
he would fit their scheme.
He struggled in the few games
he started in 1996 and split playing time with Eric Moore. Fuente
was the starter heading into the
1997 season, but a shutout loss to
Northwestern in the opener was
the beginning of the end.
"Obviously, it was a pretty
tough time," Fuente said. "We
weren't very good, and things
were in a bit of disarray."
When the season ended.
Fuente transferred to Division IELAINE KIGHT For the Ledge,
AA Murray State, where former
left) isacc Miles. Isaiah
(from
-game
given
any
during
State
Murray
for
OU assistant Denver Johnson One of the many lineups that takes the floor
Saturday's win over Tennesseewas head coach.
Canaan, Ed Daniel. Jewuan Long and Chris Griffin — comes out of a time out during
"There was no question that he Martin.
was a hurting boy," said Bill
Blankenship. Fuente's coach at
Union and now head coach at the
University of Tulsa. "He was
incredibly disappointed. He loved
OU ... but he just knew that there
was another way to do this."
At Union and OU. Fuente was
a big man on campus. That
changed when he moved to
that man!, guys.
Kentucky.
"That's a good thing. because
Thursday
"That forced me to kind of get
if you have injuries, or someat
State
Murray
up and get out of my comfort
body wears down, you can
Tennessee State
zone and grow up socially." he
punch somebody else right in to
When:8 p
said. "In retrospect, from a footthe lineup and not lose a lot. It's
Where: Gentry Center (Nashville
ball perspective, it wasn't the best
negative because chemistry is an
Tone)
top scorer Isaiah Canaan.
By TOMMY DILLARD
TV: ESPNU
of times, but I learned a lot of
issue. Guys are always unhappy
defensea
essentially
was
It
Sports Editor
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
things. My move to Murray
because they don't get to play."
Records: TSU 10-11 (7-4 OVC) MSU
Most college basketball for-offense substitution, giving
ended up being a really good
Kennedy says that's a prob15-6 (7-3 OVC)
on
coaches wouldn't bench a lead- MSU its two best defenders
Series record: MSU leads 45-15
lem that didn't exist on last
begingame's
the
at
floor
the
lateJan
on
64-53
important
won
an
10A
MSU
for
meeting:
scorer
Last
ing
See FUENTE,
year's team, which was equally
6 in Murray
ning.
January conference game.
and balanced. This season,
deep
is
says
Kennedy
who
Long.
Most coaches don't have the
locked
be
to
appear
—
he says the dynamic is
Jenkins
however,
basketunique situation Billy Kennedy playing a better brand of
into their spots. So how does the different. calling the Racers a
does with his Murray State club. ball than anyone on his team
coach decide who to start, or "work in progress."
And for Kennedy. having a team currently, turned in another solid
better yet, how to distribute
With a three-game winning
points.
six
sconng
performance,
with as many interchangeable
minutes?
heading into a crucial
streak
getand
assists
pans as this year's Racers is dishing out six
"It's a strength and a curse." week of road games at
ting two steals.
both a blessing and a curse.
"I've Tennessee State and Austin
Canaan came off the bench to Kennedy said Monday.
In Saturday's 92-75 win over
always liked to only play six or Peay. a stretch that will seemany
of
most
the
points,
24
score
Kennedy
Tennessee-Martin.
seven guys, but we've been real ingly set the tone for the rest of
made a midseason shuffle to his Racer in a single game this seadeep the last two years, had tal- the season atop the league. he
starting lineup, giving junior son.
ented players. and you have to
starting
two
other
Kennedy's
nod
first
his
Long
Jewuan
guard
•See RACERS, 10A
keep them happy when you have
B.J.
and
Miles
Isacc
—
guards
of the season over incumbent

Shuffle game

LINEUP STILL IN QUESTION GOING
INTO CRUCIAL TENNESSEE
ROAD TRIP

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
GEORGETOW \ 62. LOt IS% ILLE 59

No. 13 Georgetown
edges 15th-ranked
Cardinals
LOUISVILLE
FAILS A 1."I'ER
OVERCOMING
11-POINT
SECOND-HALF
DEFICIT
WASHINGTON (API —
Chris Wright went from 0
points to 24 in two days. keeping Georgetown's winning
streak alive and finally lifting
the Hoyas into the top half of
the Big East standings.
After going scoreless in a
win over Villanova. Wright had
a season-high 24 points
Monday night as the 13thranked Hoyas overcame a
major dose of Big East ugly to
get their fifth straight win.
blowing an 11 -point second half lead before pulling out a

62-59 victory over No. 15
Louisville.
Peyton Siva's night was
ugly. The Cardinals point
guard, who was shooting 72
percent over his last four
games, committed a careerhigh eight turnovers in 29 minutes and scored five points on
1 -for-5 shooting from the field.
He missed a 3-pointer at the
final horn that could have sent
the game to overtime.
"It was just unforced
turnovers," Siva said. "They
played excellent defense, they
had a great scheme. and I didn't make the adjustment until
the second half. You have these
nights. Everybody has these
nights."
The Cardinals (17-5. 6-3),
who had an upset win over
then-No. 5 Connecticut on
Saturday. dropped into a tie for
third in the conference.

COLLECT it‘sKruBALI

Wildcats focusing on
finishing strong
heading into Tuesday's contest with Mississippi
By WILL GRAVES
(13-8. 1-5.
AP Sports Writer
"I'm playing these guys so many minutes that
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — John Caliptui
have lapses." Calipari said.
they
rotasix-man
a
us(ng
win
can
Kentucky
believes
It happened Saturday against Georgia.
tion. pointing out he did it at Massachusetts IS
in a 66-60 win, but let
years ago, riding the talent of Marcus Camby to Kentucky led throughout
a 17-point lead get whittled to six.
a Final Four.
Similar problems popped up in a road tnThe 10th-ranked Wildcats are winning with a
at South Carolina, when the Gamecocks
umph
resulted
has
fatigue
short bench, though at times
took advantage of some late Kentucky mistakes
in sloppy play.
a blowout into a tight
For all their youthful energy, the core of and turned what was
game.
Knight.
Brandon
Miller.
Darius
Doron Lamb,
After Saturday's game against the Bulldogs.
Terrence Jones. DeAndre Liggins and Josh
center Doron lamb. lounging on a
Harrellson have shown signs of exhaustion. freshman
ice bags on both of his knees. admitThey have struggled to put teams away, even chair with
Southeastern
4-2
06-4.
Kentucky
though
•See WILDCATS, 10A
('onference) has won four of its last five games

'AC

WINCE. AP
,
— Ea'

Kentucky's Terrence Jones tries
to drive oon Georgia's Jeremy
Price during the second half of
Saturday's game in Lexington.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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Prep Girls Basketball
Monday
Communm Christian 62 Carlisle Co
Today
ivingston Central at Fulton City 6 p m
Canisle Co at Fulton Co 6 p or
Call, wax C, Al Lone Oak 6 p iv
--, Marx at Murray 6 p iii
Cnaves Co at Paducah Tilghman 6
pm
Heath at Cnttenden Co 730 pm
OVC Basketball
Today
SE Missouri St at Southern
Edwardsville postponed
Stole Basketball
Monday
Georgetown 62, LOursvidc 59
Today
Kentucky at Mississippi 6 p or
(ESPNUI

Kentucky Boys and Gins Basketbah
Prep Polls
BOYS
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pirs
• Lo,, t ,xstem
113120-1 130
1
• Lot. Raman]
-19-2 114
2
C,P0101. Rx.IP,S Clark-19-4 96
3
4 LC,: Jette-sornown .17-3 93
5
•
7ates Creek -163 70
4
6 Lexiogton Catholic -17-4 62
7
7 Scott Co
-16-4 41
6
8 Chilatian Co
-11-8 26
8
• Le. Henry Clay
-15-6 23
9
Central -15-6 14
.eceiying votes Lou Trinity 12
4,
'",,,,C1 Blazer? John Hardin 5 Ciay
Bowing Green 3 Bullitt East 3
•
Lou Western 3 Daviess Co 2
Henderson Co 2 Rowan Co 2 Bell
Cc
West Caner 1 Dixie Heights 1

GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
•Lsu DuRTI Manual,'2 19-4 120
•
2 Rochcastle Co
-20-1 100
3 Lou Mercy
-18-4 90
4 E liz abethtown
-19-1 72
5 Boone Co
18-4 65
6 Lou Sacred Heart 16-4 58
7 Bowling Green
-15-1 56
6
8 Manon Co
-13-5 33
9
9 Lou Butler
-17-3 29
8
10 Calloway Co
-20-1 14
10
Others receiving votes Mercer Co 9
Perry Co Central 9 Scott Co 3
Lexington Catholic' Ashland Blazer I
The Daily Independent Ashland Times
Tnbune Corbin The Advocate
Messenger Danville The News
Enterpnse Elizabethtown News
Graphic Georgetown The Gleaner
Henderson Kentucky New Era
Hopkins-rile Lexington Herald-Leader
The Courier-Journal Louisville The
Paducah Sun Appalachian News
Express Pikeville Kentucky Enquire,
Fort Mitchell vVTVO
The Top Twenty Five
Record
Pt, Pvs
1 Ohio SI (65, 22-0
1 625 '
2 Kansas
20-1
6
519
3 Texas
18-3
500
4 PlItsburgh
20-2
.433
2
5 Duke
19-2
284
3
6 Connecticut
17-3
275
.5
7 San Diego St 21-1
4
1.218
8 EIYU
20-2
.159
9
9 Notre Dame
17-4
1.116 15
10 Kentucks
16-4
1,037 14
11 rurnue
16-4
922
12
12 Villariova
17-4
860
13 Georgetown 16-5
806
21
14 Missoun
17-4
790
11
15 Louisville
17-4
740
23
16 Texas A&M
17-3
660
13
17 SyracuSe
18-4
598
9
18 Minnesota
16-5
487
16
19 Wisconsin
15-5
387
17
20 Washington 15-5
18
384
21 Anzona
18-4
358
22 Utah SI
20-2
176
23 North Carokna15-5
124
23 Vanderbilt
15-5
124
19
25 West Virginia 14-6
109
Others receiving votes Xavier 92
Flonda 80 Illinois 49 Flonda St 43.
Cincinnati 31. Va Commonwealth 24
Marquette 23 Duquesne 15 Temple
15 Penn St 14 Coastal Carolina 8
UNLV 7 Saint Mary's. Cell 6 Wichita
St 6 Tennessee 4. Belmont 3
Cleveland St 3 N Iowa 3 Colorado
St 2 Nebraska 2 Harvard 1. Old
Dominion I St Johns 1 Washington
St I

PRFP II‘SKI-"I'B \fi.

1)14.‘NN FOR BOYS,
GIRLS UOURNEYS
Staff newt
llre First Rs-ton girls basketball champion
will play
Thursday. March lOal 1:10p.m.
in the first round of the Sweet
Sisteen in Bowling Green.
K HSAA announced this weekend.
The winner ot the regional.
which will crown its champion
Saturday. March 5 at the (TSB
Center. will lace the Ninth
Region winner, It \ tilialottk• the
First Region champ will then
lace either the I5th Region or
the 16th Region in the state
quanerfinals.
The tournament will he
played at Vvestern Kentucky
1:no ersity 's Diddle Arena,
Currently. Boone County.
ranked tifth in the state hy the
Associated Press. sits atop the
• •11 Region with an 18-4

record. Rylc. ranked Ilth. is also
a strong squad. boasting a 14-4
record.
In the First Region. Calloway
County. ranked 1(Xh, is atop the
First Region with a record of 20I . Last year's champion.
Murray. is 15-6.
Shelby Valley, Sheldon Clark
and Magoffin County are
tavontes to advance out of the
15th, while Ashland Blazer is
atop the 16th Region.
The quarterfinal matchup
would be played Friday. March
II at 6:30 p.m with the semifinal set for Saturday. March 12 at
11:30 a.m. The championship
game will he played Saturday at
8 p.m.
On the boys side. the First
Region champ will play the 13th
region winner at Rupp Arena in
Lexington on Thursday. March
17 at 8 p.m.
Clay. County and Bell County
are tavonles to advance out of
the 13th Region while Paducah
Tilghman. Marshall County and
Graves County are First Region
frontrunners.

From Page 94
thing for me."
Football was tun again for
Fuente. who set I I school records
at Murray State. He holds the single-season record for yardage.
throwing for 3.498 yards in 1999.
the same season which he threw
for 553 yards in a game against
Southern Illinois. 11 record that
was broken by Casey Brockman
this past fall
Vs hen his career ended, he
knew his nest move would he
coaching. He said Blankenship,
whom he calls one ot the hest
coaches in the country. plaved
significant role in his development.
'1 had so many positive experiences. I think I couldn't help but
be kind of guided to that line of
work." he said.
Blankenship knew Fuente
would make a gixxl coach after
seeing his leadership as a sophomore at Union.
"Yes- he was verY talented. hui
no upperclassmen wanted io play
quarterback because they knew
he was the leader of the team."
Blankenship said. You lust saw
that leadership develop over the

nest three years, and it just oozed
out of his pores.
"He is also unflappable. No
highs. no lows - you're going to
get his hest every day."
Nellie got his coaching start
at Illinois State, where he followed Johnson and spent sis seasons as an assistant. When
Winder retired as a -fru assistant
tout years ago. he remembered
his forme! quarterback and
helped Fuente land the .lob as his
replacement.
"That was a huge break tot
him." said Justin's father. Jim
Fuente. "Of course, so far he's
taken advantage of that, hut it was
a great break."
Justin Fuente said he is happy
in Fort Worth where he lives
with his wife, Jenny. and 2-yearold daughter, Cecilia. but he
would like to be a head coach
someday'.
Said Blankenship: "I'm a little
hit surprised that it hasn't happened yet."
While Fuente's name has been
linked to several openings across
the country. he said he doesn't pay
much attention to what is reported

Frori- Page 94
belies es his team is beginning to
solve some of those issues. however.
But
that
does.irt
f
Kennedy's lineup conundrum.
He says his starting five could
change daily, not just between
Canaan and Long. but also in
the post_ He did suggest
Monday that his three seniors -Miles. Jenkins and forward
Jeffery McClain are likely
locks.
For Long, who started just
the second game of his MSU
career Saturday. it's a unique
environment and one he hasn't
before experienced on a team
'It does keep you on your
toes.- he said. "I' keeps you
grounded. knowing you've got
to get after it evers day in practice. It makes us better:.
Ivan Aska. who has heen

coming off the bench since losing his starting spot to Ed Daniel
in mid-December says the situation in the post. in which the
Racers have four solid options.
Is also unique.
"You just have to keep play
he said. "You never know
where you might he, what part
of the lineup he might change
up. ---- - m still fighting through
I osing the starting spot). hut
we're winning. I'm not complaining.While it seems open that
Aska could play his way back
into a starting role. Kennedy
said he prefers has ing McClain
and Daniel on the floor because
their games are not offense-centric.
"i Aska and Jackson) seem to
let scoring define how they're
playing:. he said. "11 they're not
scoring. they need to be able to

"I've been through so many
ups and downs both as a player
and as a coach that I try not to put
too much stock in the good and
the had." he said. "I just try to do
as good of a job as I can and let
the chips fall where they may."
Reflecting on his time at OU.
Fuente said he dwells on only the
posito es.
"There's no reason to sit hack
and think negatoely about it." he
said "You've got to try to rememher the good things. the good
people. the players that you
developed relationships with and
even the coaches thin you developed relationships with."
He said he has put pain in the
past and is pleased with how his
life has turned out.
"Everything's been wonderful.
hut I think a good portion of it is
what you make of it." Fuente
said. "You wake up every: day and
when your feet hit the floor, do
you decide y:ou're going to have a
pretty good d as or do you decide
you're going to have a bad day I
do my best to decide to have a
good one."
Ledger A Times sto0 11 111
mimeol to tins report.

Mi
As

do other things. Both of them
still get frustrated, and that's
why they're coming off the
bench, not because they don't
have the ability. Ed and Jeff. if
they don't score, they do other
things."
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ted he and his teammates were
"probably' a little tired' because
-we always play sus guys."
Calipari acknowledges he is
asking a kit. But his advice to the
Siv ildcats is play through it.
because it's not going to change.
Kentucky's top six players
played 195 of a possible 200 minutes against the Bulldogs.
Reserve center Eloy Vargas saw
five minutes only because Jones
ran into early foul trouble.
It's a gameplan Calipari says
he's going to stick with, feeling
the team doesn't really have a
choice if it wants to keep pace
with Florida in the SEC East.
Though he's tried working
extensively with backups Vargas.
Stares Poole and Jon Hood in
practice. Calipari didn't feel comfortable enough to put them on
the floor when it mattered against
Georgia despite several late slipups by the starters.
Though Kentucky only turned
it over nine time. the entire game.
the Wildcats gave it away five
times in the final 5 minutes as
they tried to protect a sizable lead.
Tired legs also led to some struggles at the free-throw line, where
they made just 16 of 25 shots.

•Fuente

First Region girls champ
will face Ninth Region
•Racers
winner at Sweet 16
KHSAA
.‘ NouNcEs

From Page 9A

The Calloway County
third grade little league
basketball
team
coached by sophomore
Andy Fraher recently
won the season championship. Team members were, front row:
Isaac
Smith,
Zach
Orange. Garrett Dunn.
Back
row:
Cole
Williams. Micah Filter,
Ellis Stubblefield and
Chandler Steele.

SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Bask,tball
Monday
,.•...r
Carlisle Co
,I1'
,̀2
Marshall Co 54 Heath 33
Today
Reatiand at
ellowship 730
C CI
Livingston Central at Fulton City 7 30
ci
Carlisle Co at Fulton Co 7 30 p m
Ballard Memorial at Hickman Co 730
pm
Calloway Co at Lone Oak, 730 p or
St Mary at Murray 7 30 p m
Graves Co at Paducah Tilghman 7 30
m
Community Chnstian at Dawson
Springs 7 45 p m

•Wildcats

2013!
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p

•
tot>

•Health Care Administration
• Medical Coding
• Medical Assisting
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3 Rooms

Owners
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Wood Electronics
(On the Court Square) Murray, KY

Call today'
1 800 639 6398
www.midvvoyworks.com
M41.1•1.,"'glove
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Milestones of Murray & Calloway Co.
As we begin the 2011 year we salute our businesses, old and new,
who continue to make our community a great place to live.
426.
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18
44
First Christian

1846

1

First
Baptist
Church

Church

Dr. Ruth Regovin. Senior Minister
III
5th Street• Murray
753-3824
wwwfccmurray.com

ri

Oik=

203 S. 4th St.
Morro)
753-1854
ovra.lbcmurray.org

1847
!Pile

1854

Heritage

HILLIARD
LYONS

Family Funeral Home
Stir,, GeRf1111I/MC 4.01

Ft101,1, Str11112 krer4

t-4144,..1

Armen Orien-11111 Mort & Mar, Befit Mr, • (lumen

Jo, LLC

Member NYSE FINFIA S SIEC

1804 Hwy. 121 North • Murray •753-11888

court Square • Murray.•753-3366

44124

..44110044N12/2426
4
0126,
--44.2204,4

-

1866
LRIMPO,

Murray
Store
Established
2001

1 he Shoppes of Murra
058A N. 12th St.• 270.59-$00I
, .... ,,,..,..

1871

1879

EdwardJones'

LtreiR&TIMES

Eric Penniston .(270)753-7401
Andrew Norman ...(270)753-4108
Larry J. Jackson (270)7534227
Susan Wilson
.(270) 759-4014

Your Number One News Source
For The Past 132 Years

1886
7_,..._/
201 S. Third St.• Maim • 1270,753-2411
....thejlictrurchillfilatrithOMe.C003
Tern & Karen Isaacs

1908

1910

.

1901

Haverstock
Insurance Agency

zscr,

1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray
753-1916

'21.4

1895

)

Tat_rt,

BRIGGS & STRATTON

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

Funeral
rrin

Illerarr,

Jr FIJ,••••Jori

\germ.

2115. 121h St.• Marra,•753-3415

Home

Mara-,C...
...
FlAr11.111,
IM
Kenneth Claothw i,.w ei Man Brat km •(Awn

1984 Murray Plant

311 N. Oh St•Murray•753-7000

liii \,..i. •••t • 'slur re, • -5Y-16riii

140 ,
544 11/41.

100 Years of Caring
Nia2010
270.762.1100
lowie.murrahatepitalorg

+

rt.
1914

411)

1919
1702
Hwy. 121
Bypass
Murray

Office Technolop Vecialists
Jerrnn Bell - Saler Repre.enhittrt

1393 St. Rt. 45 N.• Nlafield
1-800433-7296

1927

1922

rmuRRAY
STAtE uNIVERSITsi

Celebrating 83 Years of Service

murraystate.edu

805 N. 12th St. • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5171
Visrt us on the web www.mymurray corn

753-4703
www

Federation

The Chamber

,•4r

••.•••••••••4w•w•4•••••o••••,•••••—•••*"""-
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19
28
Parker Ford
Lincoln

t

vak

1931
LtiLtis

1931

(formerly Crass Furniture)
Downtown array • 103 S Thiry) St • 753-3621
Ion -In 10 so - 5 prr • Sat 10 asa - 2 pm

CLEANERS

605 Main Si. • 509 N. 12th M.
7C1-25g2
u.brount-cleaners.com

:.--..""
—

19
37
Randy Thornton

1939
MURRAY

Heating & Air Conditioning

swirl
,••

Ha,7. •i:••,- 4 iNew

I

$02 Chestnut • 753-8181
k

41V

M111111

IIIIMMIMMIN114•6422.14.446
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1934

100N14

Home Trends Gallery

701 Main St.• 753-5273
a a a.parkerford.com

,

Thornton Tile
& Marble
612 S. 9th St.• Murra
753-5719

- tills

1942
Murray
1- -Ak
c Electric
,NellW System

4

1300 N. 12th Street • Murra

"Quality That Will Please"

1944
•

1•14

(270) 753.5312

753-4424

www.murray-ky.mat

4V

rftarror...a.m.morammilmr....--.--

11.4 1,1; •4115ivirt2•nir r • 'loft

•
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1944

1945

Calloway
Monument Co.

WILMS RANI=
a Gan INC.

Jenntfer Morris
1707 West Main St.• Mum

753-1962

-tommy Carrass a)
"The Windshield Specialist 1107 Chestnut St.• Murray
753-5524

1945

1945

Buck's
Body Shop

Fitts Block
& Ready Mix

1945-2011
Murray, KY • 753-5142

98 E. Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-3540

MeNut
Sale!

411 Sunbury(

Quality for 38

Dealer/Preside

limammawasoimiamommaimm••••••

ci

1946

65 Years Old!

VINSON
TRACTOR
94 East • Murray, KY
753-4892

1952
SEARS

1955
rilLSgAY
.
SUPPLY COMPANY

01 Murray

Inc.

Dwight & Tammy HordvA

Plumbing • Electrical
Hardware • Equipment Rental
200-206 East Ntain St. • 753-3361
w.murra?supplco.com

912 S. 12th St.
Be!-Air Center • Murra3,
753-2310

1955
Steele &
Allbritten
Plumbing & Electrical

Car E
To Fit Any C
Custom I
1109 Chestnut

• Fool Supplies de Installation

• Panasonic & Cirrus Vacuum Servtre
• Vacuum Parts & Supple,
.
207 S. 3rd St.• 753-5341

_74

4111•..

_0.1

1956
Murray
Counhy Club
Votad Si Gott Course two years in a row!
2200 College Farm Rd.• Murray
270-762-0068

1958

-

1962

1963

agyiesa.

Carraway
Furniture & Mattresses
4e appreciate sour businc

105 N. 3rd St.• Murray
753-1502

BLALOCK COLE ".
so4492_

19

Serving Murray

FUNERAL
HOME

Voted #1 Auk) Repair
9 Years In A Row!

713 South 4th Street • 753-680C
IA 14 W.y(irk(uneralhome.com

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831

The best pizza

804 Chestnui

7=7.117.17

1964

1964

1965

Ricky Boggess

Carroll Tire

DBA: Sykes Plumbing
270-759-0610

& Wheel Alignment, Inc.

Max's 641 Towing
and Service

1465 St. Ri 121 N., Murray
Thanks for your business!

1967
& POULTRY FARM

Michelin • BF Goodrich • Uniroyal
Your Authonzed Dealer
1305 N. 12th St.,

Murray

753-1489

1968
NANNEY
INSURANCE
InS,1rdnCV

317 Stahler Lane
(121 S. Murray)
753-7387 • Pager 762-8837

1970
Jack Wallis Doors
and
Wallis Stained Glass
2985 Butterworth Rd.. Murrits. 10 42971
.270'499-2613
walLisCt wktbet
www.wallisatainedglims.corn

4th Street • Murray, KY
270-753-4937
Agents
Chris Nenney & Bob Nanney

107 North

1970
Ink
BANK CAD Z
& TRUST CO

1966

516 S. 12th St., Murray
753-9131

Lsinry Woman

lie Place
Voted Murray's Favorite Ladies Clothing

Thank you for your business.
Sarah McCurston

305-C S. 12' St. • 753-5678

1968
H.,.

1005 Arcadia
759

1969
DWAIN TAYLOR
Clicivrolot • Buick • Pontiac
• WIC • Cadillac

Air

Celebrating Over 40 Years
in Business,

520 So 4th St • Murray Eft
753-0112
Sr.,:
u1
KY
M00550

Hwy. 641 S. • Murray • 753-2617

,er1970

Elet
"24 Years
Full Sen ice

HUNGRY
BEAR

Mi(key Boggess
Motor Soles

A,

WARE'
,,„,, nun
/985

11,th

2

•n

"Th

Hwy. 121 North • Murray
759-1882

**Good Food & fun All In One
1310 Main St.• 753-7641

ai

753-9562 • uu,

1971

Restaurant & Arcade
Mt RRA1 OFFICE 2008
b 40 S. 12th St. Mums • 759-4852
wsww.hankaradLetan

'C

Mom cc ion

753

_

1971
tWiE4 Roobetv
Inique Gifts & S rapbookine

Court Square • Murray
753-0859

1972

Paglialt
Pizza & Italian Restaurant
Since 1972
970 Chestnut St-, Murray
753-2975

1972

1972

oniuge

rrrace- •
.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1.....rrth,

rnsed lull urn, wet r I V 72

301 N. 12th St • Murray. KY
University Square • 753-1492
w.ww.century2 I con.

t. 7, II

.I

it !On rray,

IN NO
PRIM
GRAPn
I

it C 0

p

1505 Stadium

Sir* Dr.• 753-7109
fernterrace.com
Illmurra) yithou.com

'
01
1
.1•1

1623 St.
Murray •
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1973

1974

McNutt Motor
Sales, Inc.
411 Sunbury Circle • 759-1839
Quality for 38 Years - Since 1973
Dealer/President • Ron McNutt

1976

Tuesday, February I, 2011 • 311

1975
VtacePtz

Painting
Owners: Paul Shhjul & Samm? lidwell

Sunberry Dr.• Murray
759-4979

1976

Car Stereos
To Fit Any Car, Any Budget
Custom Installation
1109 Chestnut St. • 753-0113in

Downtown Ihurov • 753-7222
,

.:
N
4V._ *...
.._.
"
--

1979

Serving Murray For Over 30 Years

1980
l`tt
Owners: Faye & !Mild Rogers
1604 Has. 121 Bypass • 753-7743

tsk

1983

Downtown Murray • 753-4087

1977

753-1222
mum,

mahertort••

Noted Fiwonie Rai bull kgenc, 4 Usn In to.

1978
A"Tracy

gt
esinoin,
NOCKaDtBel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0440
Owner.: Adam & Lisa Carver

con,

oman

305 S. 8th Street • Murray.
270-753-9300

1980
J.W. Jones
Tax Service

1982
Lou V. MeGary

INSURANCE

(270)492-8662
2240 Brandon Rd.
Hazel KY 42049-8806

-

753-7890

'-=`•==1
=
- t

-

1985

4.0, A Pp
147 k tivE
.4
.

*

r

EV

1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray
759-8866

OPPERUD

_

SCREEN YININTIN“

The best pizza in town. honest!
804 Chestnut St. • 753-6656

49--v

OWI4
Voted Calloway County's
Favorite Consignment Store
7 Years.

%goolimonh
Carryieg Burt': Beet Circle E Cimiles,
TY, Bells Toler Haaiiin as the laryett
selectni if Hello Kitty ii Wien!!

1976

Landscaping • Lawn Service
Mowing • Sprinklers • Hardscaping
753-3362

1985

‘ray
or t

Bel-Air Shopping Center
(2701 753-0932

1986
Aga i\ClltlICiji
INSURANCE
Louis. Sailer
753-5842
608 Main St.• Murray

4=w4*.k.w.•

1986
Xiff
Electric

1987

40-isgurr
Ladies Tine A ppa rd &-'

"24 Years and Counting"
Full Service Electrical Contractors

753-9562• www.hillelectric.com
Ofrim„

1988
A&F
WAREHOUSING
mint Itorat:r nerds
Sh,
ISOM midi 2 t.ottenient

VI/14

1987

r

"Thanks"

gots

305 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-7441

1988
Paint

Plus
Flooring

Owners - Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell
81%d.• Murray
759-4979
14% w.paintplusflooring.i•onn

Xecv
Cflurc6

753-7668

Court Square - Murray

3rd & Maple

E 753-1622

1988

1988
TOYOTA

Lee Jewelry
'4/
1
4trei
Artisans

MURRAY

- Where Your hleo% Turn To Gold-

1-1. 641 South • Murray

3115-1) N. 12th • Murray • 759-1141
Illeetion Thl• Ad • Boma,* A
It.. Wutdo Ilettery

Johns

Marts h 4m, tarrell. Owners

(
lirishan Tiooislore

753-4961

4011.,
10....11,
tt

1989
INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
incorporated
1623 St. Rt. 121 N.
Murray • 270-753-8802
•—,se.%

1989
Landscapev, Inc.
KM.INV

moleylemdscopes corn

753-5726

1989

1990

urru

MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL & PET HOTEL

Mho
'neanioviny Alumni Au over .))
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — www.rollingh corn
:
._.,4••••••••••••••••••••••Iw••••••••••••'•'4,

Tem CunenTs. 13.V.M.
Michelle Westerfelil. 0.V.M

t

1601 College Farm Rd.
753-2088

•
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.....411.61,4116.7401,101.

1990
-ç SIahk'
e.4410.% WELDING
& TRAILER WORKS
On ne r. Jalcal Sttililer
3914 94 East • Murray
753-2169 • Cell 293-7389

-1996
f/air atife
(hitters Takena Bomar & Patty Knott
901 Sycamore • Murray

753-3688
In Hair Studio of NIurras

1992
LAMB'S
SMALL
sales&ENGINE

Over 25 Yrs. Experience
Brakes—Shocks — Oil Filter & Labe
Ronnie Green

753-2925

514 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-8868

1992
Rilk G Exhaust

Service
101 Industrial Rd • Murray

1995
Eyecare
Specialties
Dr Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.• Murray, Ky
759-2500
41111E7
-"11.".°N.""
,-.
—

1998
FC0C3D
GIANT'

1998
—cKINNEY
cmcmsbrammes

1999

100r4 Employee Owned Since 1998

Your Hometown Insurance Source.
Voted Favorite insurance 4 Years in a Row'
100 N. 5th St. • 753-3500
www.mckinneyMs.com

Del-Air Shopping (enter

753-8322

T th 1)

Murray Bank
405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th St.
753-LOAN
werw.themurrayhank.com

•••

47,;•arWr • •
1•01*

2000
A-Plus Computer
Service

2001
RED BARN

2002

RECO

GIFT SHOPPE

Joe B. Nance - Owner
Certified Hanlicare Specialist
502-1/2 Maple St., Murray, KN'42071
270-759-1900

—
2002
0 MAI;EY
&AP& You foR A Coop KW!
1417 West Main St.• 753-6611
Owners: Hugh & Sara Massey

e(n..

Your Premier Exhibitei

illpop•nod 2010
408 North 12th SI. • Murray, KY
753-5544

3812 US Huy.641 N., Murray
270.767.0085

2003
BRINN'S QUALITY

2003
Grill

2002
ANCIELS ATTICV
THRIFT SHOP
972 Chestnut St.
762-0505
Angels Attic Supports
Angels Community Clinic

2005

SERVICE LOBE, INC.

5TH
6;&

Automotive Service & Repair Garage

FREE DELIVERY
8 1 7 Coldwater Rd.
Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
762-0442

;.;
"Voted :1 Oil Change 5 Year, In 4 Row'
507 S. 12th St. • 759-0003

1

vtr,

Lower Level New Life Christian Bookstore
Court Square • 5th & Main • 753-1640

rti

2006
C I D.A LGo
C
.OF
•
,

2006

2006
1,111714'S

N1,11 ) e Ce ter

Vi5TVAIII5S5
<V1S1VE

AY)

F

2008
INSIDE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
12th & Payne • Murray • 270-761-480G

Buffet Open 7 Days .4 Week
14107 Irgnii ST, • 741-74SS

3rd & Maple • Murray
270-978-0905

2007
Arab • DEmaarri
toted %Mow,

ulf,we

4 le

Comer of 12th & Sycamore•753-9229
www.whltneysglfts.comfi

r"
.

2007
ANIMAL
(

r HEAM

WELLNESS CENTER

(

)(

2477 State Route 94 E • Murray
270-753-4830

2007
Boggess
Self-Storage

2008

2008
It
••• ita

feeesap

•••••••••••••••••hor
••••••••••,...•

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
amtitiy-Cui01% ttCOUNlY HOSPITAI

"A Better Place To Store"
759-5555
1465 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray

ii

270.753.0704
V1..murra)phy‘iciansarom

Puodbobrk
Childwor'.(P,-,h,,, at 44 cra wan,
209 N. 12111 SI. • Slurra• • 753-753.4

-----TA

1
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The Murray Ledger & Times would like to thank all the
businesses that participated in this year's Milestones.
We wish them continued success.
Ifyou would like to participate in next year's Milestones,
contact your advertising representative at 753-1916 or ads@murrayledger.com

